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Consumer Protection Issues

Almost every state has a proceeding
underway to study or implement the
move to retail electric competition.
While 12 states (California, New Hamp-
shire, Rhode Island, Maine, Massachusetts,
Pennsylvania, Nevada, Oklahoma, Mon-
tana, Illinois, Connecticut, and Virginia)
have adopted legislation to mandate
retail electric competition by a date
certain, many other states have initiated
regulatory proceedings to explore, and,
in some cases, implement, retail competi-
tion.  In every state that is exploring retail
electric competition, legislators, state
energy regulators and other state
policymakers, business groups, environ-
mental and consumer advocates, and
customer groups are trying to determine
how this new industry structure will work,
what it should look like, and how con-
sumers will be affected.

The adoption of retail electric competi-
tion will require states to rethink a broad
range of issues concerning the provision
of basic electric utility services to all
customers.  This Blueprint for Consumer
Protection is intended to help state
decision makers respond to one signifi-
cant part of the overall agenda, referred
to as �consumer protection� issues and
concerns.  Basically, this set of issues will
redefine the consumer�s relationship with
his/her energy supplier and redefine his/
her rights and remedies to obtain and
maintain electric service.  This document
does not address market structure,
stranded cost recovery, divestiture, the

approval of mergers and acquisitions, the
relationship between retail competition
and the environment, or the terms and
conditions governing the relationship
between distribution companies and
new competitive suppliers.  While these
issues are crucial to the ultimate out-
come of any retail electric competition
effort, they are beyond the scope of
this Blueprint.

In general, �consumers� refer to residential
and small commercial customers.  These
customer groups are typically not  of-
fered the opportunity to negotiate a
customer-specific contract.  Rather, they
are typically low-usage customers who
use less energy or electricity than larger
customers.  In addition, they typically are
offered pre-printed �take it or leave�
contracts by suppliers of mass-marketed
products; it is likely that electricity will be
no exception to this general practice.
Finally, these customers typically shop
for mass-marketed products without
expert assistance and usually do not
have legal or financial assistance or the
necessary background to negotiate
specific deals in the marketplace for
such items in their budget.

While most observers would certainly
acknowledge that residential customers
should be provided some standardized
consumer protections, others may
question the inclusion of small commer-
cial customers in this group.  However,
most states that have adopted retail
electric competition have included small
commercial customers, defined with

Introduction
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respect to their electricity usage or
demand criteria, within the consumer
protections discussed in this Blueprint.
Similar to residential customers, small
commercial customers use less electricity
than larger commercial or industrial
customers and usually do not have the
time or special skills required to obtain
electricity on the basis of individually
negotiated contracts.  In many states, as
well, policymakers have responded to
the high incidence of telephone fraud
and the unauthorized change of tele-
phone supplier (referred to as �slam-
ming�) that has victimized small commer-
cial, as well as residential, customers.

Consumer protection issues are crucial to
the move from monopoly regulation of
electricity and gas to a competitive
market for generation services.  Most
participants in the restructuring debate
agree that the general public will not
consider the prospect of theoretically
lower prices in the future as a sufficient
tradeoff if the new market also means an
increase in fraud, customer confusion,
complaints, and inability to understand
and participate in a new market structure.
In short, consumer protection issues are
crucial to the public�s acceptance of
competition.

This Blueprint is primarily aimed at state-
level decision makers in states that have
not yet adopted electric restructuring
legislation, presenting examples from
those states that have progressed to the
implementation stage.  For readers who
may need a primer on the �whys and
wherefores� of electric restructuring,

Appendix A contains a short introduction
to the forces that have stimulated the
move to retail competition in the electric
industry.

How The Blueprint
Is Organized

The Blueprint is organized so that readers
can quickly find specific issues and
policy discussions.  Each issue is pre-
sented with background information and
a summary of recent state electric
competition legislation or regulations on
that topic.  Key decisions and options are
highlighted in text boxes that present
examples from states that have already
adopted legislation and regulations on
these topics.

Chapter I presents an overview of
consumer education and disclosure
policies and programs.  The purpose of
these programs is to enable consumers
to easily compare offers and to get them
interested in shopping for electricity and
electricity products.  Because electric
competition is not being undertaken in
response to a grassroots effort (as
explained more fully in Appendix A), it is
important that residential and small
commercial  customers not be caught by
surprise when these changes are imple-
mented.  In addition, a competitive
market operates to keep prices as low
as possible only when customers are
knowledgeable about their options and
can compare prices and select the
product and price most beneficial to them.

Introduction
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Chapter II addresses the redefined role
of the remaining monopoly, the electric
distribution company.  Every state that is
moving to retail electric competition is
adopting separate regulatory approaches
for distribution and transmission and the
generation or sale of electricity.  This
separation or �unbundling� of the current
integrated utility, as well as the manner in
which charges are presented on the
customer�s monthly utility bill, requires
legislators to identify the public policy
benefits that are built into the current
regulatory structure and the regulated
rates.  Legislators must also determine
whether existing or additional public
policy benefits should be added to the
new �unbundled� system.  The distribu-
tion function will typically operate as a
monopoly and the state utility commis-
sion will continue to regulate it as such.
That means that the prices, services and
consumer protections associated with
the delivery of distribution services will
continue to be regulated.  However, the
distribution company will have a different
role from its current one.  Its main obliga-
tion in the future will be to assure that
customers are connected to the distribu-
tion system.  This differs from the prior
obligation of the electric monopoly
supplier, which was to assure not only
connection and delivery, but electricity
services as well.  The change in obliga-
tion has important implications for the
historical state interest in assuring universal
availability and affordability of electricity.

Chapter III focuses on regulation of the
new actors in the competitive market:
suppliers of electricity and electricity
services. Suppliers will include new
entities and new incarnations of current
utilities.  Their services and products will
be competitive; that is, their prices will
not be regulated.  However, this does not
mean that the competitive suppliers will
be entirely free of regulation.  Most states
are creating licensing criteria and estab-
lishing minimum consumer protections, as
well as prohibiting unfair trade practices.
Such a regulatory approach is similar to
other state-regulated businesses, such as
consumer credit, banking, insurance and
health care.  Key issues with respect to
the regulation of competitive suppliers
include:

n how to prevent �slamming� (a change
in the customer�s supplier without
permission);

n whether and how suppliers should
be licensed;

n how to integrate the regulation of
suppliers with existing state and
federal consumer protection laws;

n what role suppliers will play in
assuring that electricity is availability
and affordable to all customers;

n how to prevent redlining; and

n how the supplier�s contract terms
and collection remedies should be
regulated, if at all.
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Chapter IV looks at a new opportunity
that will arise with the onset of the
electricity competition: the ability to
aggregate or create customer pools
based on political boundaries (municipal
or county) or customer organizations or
affinity groups.  For example, some
advocates for low-income customers
point to the possibility of significant
benefits for traditionally hard-to-serve
customers by grouping them together into
a single purchasing entity.

Chapter V explores the implications of
the new industry structure on state
approaches to regulation and on differ-
ences between utility regulation and the
regulation of competitive business in
general.  In effect, the state regulatory
approach will move from regulating
prices to one that emphasizes consumer

Introduction

protection and fair trade practices.  This
fundamental change will require states to
rethink the location of new regulatory
duties, as well as the enforcement skills
and resources that will be needed to
accomplish new tasks.

Appendix A contains background
information on the economic, technologi-
cal and political forces that are driving
the changes in the electric industry.

Appendix B contains examples of
recently-enacted state legislation that
addresses consumer protection issues
associated with electric competition.

Appendix C contains a bibliography of
useful reading materials on restructuring
published by the National Council on
Competition in the Electric Industry.
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CONSUMER EDUCATION
AND DISCLOSURE
POLICIES

What if state and federal policymakers
restructure the electric industry to create
a competitive market, but participation
by residential and small commercial
customers is much lower than expected?
A competitive market needs both willing
buyers and sellers.  If buyers don�t
participate in the competitive market, the
ability of the competitive market to exert
a better discipline on prices than tradi-
tional utility price regulation will be
impaired.  Indeed, if customers do not
shop for electricity or suppliers do not
market to residential customers, there is a
real risk that the promise of competitive
markets for electricity will not be real-
ized.  In a  worst case scenario, the result
may be the unintended creation of an
unregulated monopoly or oligopoly.

While many key decisions that will
impact the creation of a competitive
market are not the subject of this Blue-
print, two initiatives may go far to help
stimulate customer interest in competition
and help consumers develop the skills to
shop for electricity.  The first initiative
focuses on how consumers learn about
the move to electric competition. The
second initiative focuses on giving
consumers the tools to enter the com-
petitive market and make an informed
choice.  The judicious use of disclosure
requirements that enable customers to

shop and compare offers, can help
prevent fraud and abuse, and provide a
form of regulatory investment that may
prove cheaper than enforcement pro-
ceedings in a hearing or court room.

Consumer Education

Most residential and small business
consumers routinely pay their monthly
electric bill without much attention to
regulated rates or usage patterns.  In-
deed, recent research reveals that most
consumers do not know their annual
energy usage or the price paid per kWh
on their utility bill.1  Residential house-
holds use far less energy than commercial
or industrial customers and the annual
residential energy bill (65% of which is
electricity for households) typically

CHAPTER I

A customer who asked to be part of the

Pennsylvania electric pilot programs in

November, 1997, had

this reaction to the

offers that appeared in

his mailbox from

electricity suppliers,

�Each had different information, a different

pitch--you couldn�t compare apples to

apples.�  The customer felt that partici-

pating in the pilot program took more

time than it was worth in potential savings.

�The Outlook,� Timothy Appell, Wall

Street Journal, December 15, 1997.
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consumes 5% or less of household
income.2  Even in states with higher than
average electricity rates, such as the New
England states where residential rates
average 11-13 cents per kWh, the
monthly electric bill is still a relatively
small portion of a typical residential
customer�s monthly budget.  While
residential customers often are con-
cerned about electricity prices, the move
to retail electric competition is not being
driven by their concerns.  Because of this,
some observers believe that residential
customers will not participate extensively
in the new competitive market, especially
when their initial savings may be 10% or
less compared to current annual costs.
Will customers be naturally inclined to
shop and compare prices when savings
on their bills during the early years may
not exceed $5 to $10 per month?  Will
low-income, elderly and non-English
speaking customers obtain the informa-
tion necessary to understand an issue that
appears complex, with a daunting new
vocabulary, and that at first glance
appears to threaten the reliability of their
electric service?

Telephone Restructuring:
A Case Study

Policymakers are looking to lessons
learned from restructuring of the tele-
phone industry, which began with the
break-up of AT&T and the onset of long
distance telephone competition in 1984.
In telephone industry restructuring, neither
federal or state regulators undertook any
significant public education campaign to
prepare customers for changes.  Once
long distance telephone competition
began, it produced a litany of complaints
by residential and small business custom-
ers, alleging that their long distance
service providers had been changed
without their permission, a practice
known as  �slamming.�  Telephone cus-
tomers also complained about aggressive
marketing tactics, such as telemarketing
calls during the dinner hour, or the high
prices of some credit card and operator-
assisted calls at pay phones.  Many
telephone customers also questioned the
prices charged by some companies for
pay-per-call services (1-900 calls) that
appeared on their local phone bills and
threatened the continuation of local
phone service if the unregulated charges
were not paid.

These developments have, in turn,
resulted in legislative and regulatory
efforts to belatedly address consumer
protection and education issues associ-
ated with telephone restructuring.  Cus-
tomers have reacted to questions about
electric restructuring by raising these
same concerns and asking for protec-
tions to prevent their reoccurrence.

Consumer Education And Disclosure Policies

Even though the long distance telephone

market was first opened to competition

in 1984, AT&T still had over a 50% market

share in 1996.
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Careful attention to timing, educational
messages, information disclosure, and
assurance of consumer protections will
accelerate the development of competi-
tive retail markets for electricity and help
ensure that the benefits of lower prices,
more choices, and better service are
available to all consumers.

The Implications for
Electric Restructuring

Many states have concluded that the
move to electric competition will require
a larger educational effort than the
traditional utility bill inserts or public
hearings and workshops.  Preparing
customers to shop for electricity and
then respond to marketing messages they
receive will require a comprehensive and
professional outreach and educational
effort. Customers will need frequent
messages from a variety of sources to
understand their new rights, responsibili-
ties, and opportunities.  Outreach and
education will probably require addi-
tional resources, since most state regula-
tory commissions have not had to
conduct such efforts in the past.  The
dramatic change in relationship between
customers and their electric utility cannot
be accomplished by relying solely on the
tools that have prevailed in a monopoly
utility structure.

The purpose of a comprehensive public
education program should be to maxi-
mize public participation in the imple-
mentation of retail competition, minimize
customer confusion about the changes
being undertaken, and equip all custom-
ers with the means to participate effec-
tively in the competitive electric market.
While any state-funded educational effort
must be neutral and objective, it should
not be confused with the promotional
and brand name marketing efforts of
competitive suppliers.  Customer educa-
tion and outreach programs in several
states have been designed to motivate
customers to learn about electric com-

California�s PUC has initiated a $90 million

state-wide education program called

�Plug In, California!� to stimulate customer

awareness of competition.  This program,

funded by distribution utilities through

rates charged to all customers, is de-

signed to inform customers with TV

and radio advertisements, followed

by a  direct mail campaign targeted

to every household.  In addition,

more than $13 million is

available to community-

based organizations to

focus on  local education

activities, especially for low-income, rural,

and elderly customers.

The Pennsylvania PUC has ordered all

distribution utilities to fund comprehensive

consumer education programs with a

statewide multi-media campaign and a

local education

effort that involves

community organiza-

tions.  The PUC has

set program funding

levels for each utility at $5 per customer

over a 4-year period.
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petition with modern marketing tech-
niques.  Key components of a well
designed electric competition education
program have included:

n information dissemination by means of
interactive activities, as well as bro-
chures or other written materials, and
use of a variety of mass media outlets,
with the intent to motivate the public to
become interested in, and learn more
about, electric competition;

n explanations in clear language (and
multiple languages in some states) of
the basic concepts of electric
restructuring, which include (1) infor-
mation on how prices, consumer
protections and low-income pro-
grams may be affected; (2) explana-
tions of customer risks and responsi-
bilities; (3) information about how to
assess and make use of a household
energy profile to shop for electricity;
(4) how to compare offers from
electric suppliers; (5) information
about aggregation; and (6) information
about dispute resolution mechanisms,
including the role of state agencies

in resolving disputes with retail
electric suppliers;

n well-publicized public forums
conducted in several geographical
areas to obtain public input and
provide opportunities for information
exchange;

n active involvement of community
organizations in developing messages
and devising and implementing
education strategies, particularly for
low-income, elderly, foreign speak-
ing, rural and other customers who
may miss more traditional media-
based efforts;

n use of focus groups and surveys to
gather public input on both broad
restructuring issues and concerns, as
well as on public education needs
and reaction to initial outreach
initiatives;

n a toll-free hotline to provide
guidance to consumers seeking
advice about personal energy needs,
the selection of a retail supplier,
aggregation, or dispute resolution;
and

n use of pre-established outcome
measures of customer awareness,
understanding and ability to act,
which periodically evaluate educa-
tion and outreach efforts.3

In states that have designed comprehensive
electric restructuring education programs,
the state public utility commission has taken
a leadership role in coordinating, funding,

The Maine Customer Education

Advisory Board on Electricity Retail

Access has recommended a $1.6

million education plan in four phases:

n Awareness

n Understanding

n Assurance

n Acceptance

Consumer Education And Disclosure Policies
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and implementing the program, although
usually with a broad-based advisory
committee or other public involvement
process.  While there are several funding
options, such as state tax appropriation,
increased commission budget, or funding
via the distribution utility�s rates, most states
have opted to fund their education pro-
gram through imposition of transition costs
on distribution utilities.

Shopping for Electricity

The arrival of customer choice carries
with it the potential for customer confu-
sion.  If the experience in other industries
is any guide, comparing electricity pricing
offers will be especially confusing and
difficult.  Is $5 a month and 10¢ per kWh
better than $10 a month and 8¢ per kWh?
Or $6 and 12¢ per kWh with a 40% off-
peak discount?  Furthermore, the sale of
electricity itself may be bundled with
other products, such as alternative meters
(which will offer additional energy
management services or pricing options),
or even other products, such as Internet
access or telephone services.  Product
linkages may make comparisons among
offers by multiple suppliers even more
difficult.

In some industries, such as consumer
credit, appliances, cars, and food,4

uniform consumer disclosures have been
developing for decades.5  This author has
suggested that the lack of uniform price
disclosure on bills and other marketing
materials in the long distance telephone
industry may have contributed in part to
the lack of significant gain in market share

for AT&T competitors for over a de-
cade.6  This same development may
occur with the move to electric competi-
tion unless there is a concerted effort to
adopt a different approach.  The primary
problem is that consumers lack both
critical information and skills to easily
evaluate different price offers.  Further-
more, consumers have a long-standing
habit of receiving their electric bills and
paying them automatically.  Nothing more
has been expected of customers in a
regulated market.  If consumers do not
take the time to shop in a competitive
market, they cannot fulfill their essential
role in making competition work in favor
of the most efficient suppliers (or those
suppliers promoting attributes other than
price which may be valued by some
consumers, such as environmentally
friendly products or energy sources
located in the consumer�s state).  In the
absence of key consumer information,
the marketplace works on the basis of
information manipulation rather than

Maine�s Consumer Education Program

Rule requires distribution utilities to

fund a Commission-approved $1.6

million consumer education

program for electric restructuring

over a four-year period.  The

assessment will be recovered from

ratepayers. �This funding determina-

tion is based on the principle that

those consumers who benefit from a

program should pay to support it.�

Order Adopting Rule, Docket No. 97-
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efficiency.  This is particularly true for
consumers whose monthly bill for elec-
tricity or telephone is a modest part of
the household budget.

Recognizing this, the National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC) in July 1996 urged states
adopting retail direct access programs to
include enforceable standards of disclo-
sure and labeling that would allow retail
consumers to easily compare the price,
price variability, resource mix, and
environmental characteristics of their
electricity purchases.

Among other purposes, NARUC
announced its belief that
�the electric industry should facili-
tate informed customer choice that
will promote efficient markets.�

What Should Be Disclosed

Consumer research has confirmed that
the public wants comparative price
information.  Focus groups and surveys in
New Hampshire and Massachusetts of
customers who had participated in pilot
electric competition programs, docu-
mented confusion with the lack of
standardized pricing statements and
called for state regulation to provide
standard price disclosures.7  As a result
of this experience, utility commissions in
New England have worked together to
develop a model, uniform Electricity
Disclosure Label and a more detailed
Terms of Service document for the sale
of electricity to residential and small
commercial customers to be used by

suppliers marketing in the New England
region.  The following discussion summa-
rizes key recommendations of this
collaborative effort:8

Price

Customers should be able to compare
prices on an �apples-to-apples� basis.
The most commonly recommended
approach is to disclose the supplier�s
price structure in a cents per kWh for 3-4
common usage levels (i.e., 500, 1000 and
2000 kWh levels for residential custom-
ers).  One key policy issue is whether a
uniform price disclosure method should
reflect only the competitive generation
service offered by the supplier or
include all other pieces of the customer�s
monthly electric bill, i.e., distribution
charges and possibly other unregulated
services.  Limiting price disclosure to
generation services allows suppliers
selling across a wide geographical area
to use a single label without regard to
differences in distribution charges. If
distribution costs are included, it is
impossible to include a label, for ex-
ample, in a Boston Globe ad that reaches
consumers in other utility service areas.

If suppliers are required to provide
average price information at several
typical usage levels, most customers can
identify a level most closely matching
their own.  One-time cash rebates or
other price inducements should probably
not be reflected in the disclosure of
average electricity price. Prices for time-
of-use (TOU)  rates should be based on
consistent load profiles for customers,
with usage levels shown.  If a supplier
uses variable prices in which prices

Consumer Education And Disclosure Policies
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change according to an index, the
disclosure could show prices reflecting a
recent period or project under a uniform
set of assumptions, much like variable
rate consumer credit contracts (including
mortgages) under the Truth in Lending Act
rules.9

Contract Terms

In addition to price, consumers will need
to know the contract duration and
whether the price is fixed or variable
over the term of the contract.  Other
important terms include penalties for
early termination, late fees, or other extra
charges.  Because consumers are unlikely
to actually sign a contract document to
buy electricity, it will be important for
consumers to know and understand the
material terms of their agreement.  After
all, consumers will no longer be able to rely
on the tariffs filed by their current utility with
the public utility commission (a form of
�master contract�) for their purchase of
electricity in a competitive market.

Supply Mix

Consumers are concerned about the
environment, and want information about
fuels used to generate electricity.10  One
supplier�s electrons will not automatically
flow only to the homes of its own
customers.  Rather, the local power pool
will probably dispatch sufficient electric-
ity to meet local demand based on cost
and reliability factors of the total genera-
tion mix.  Nonetheless, if more customers
buy from �green� suppliers, renewable
power will be an increasing part of the
local power mix.  Therefore,  several
states are working to develop a method

of disclosing fuel mix on electricity
product labels, showing major fuel types
(coal, oil, nuclear, renewable energy) as a
percent of the supplier�s total generation
mix.  For example, California requires all
suppliers to disclose their fuel mix based
on an historical record.11  If a supplier
obtains �generic� power from the re-
gional power pool, the fuel mix disclo-
sure should reflect that power mix or a
comparable substitute.  If the supplier
proposes to market power from a
particular facility, the fuel source for that
facility could be presented.

Emissions

Massachusetts has recently adopted
regulations that require suppliers who
market in that state to disclose price, fuel
mix, and air emissions (sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and carbon dioxide).12

A supplier�s generation source emissions
must be expressed in a form which
compares them to average regional
emissions of all generating sources.  This
approach allows customers to compare
a supplier�s emissions profile with other
power generators.

Labor

Massachusetts� electric restructuring law
also requires suppliers to disclose the
percentage of their generation mix that
comes from power sources with em-
ployee union contracts and the percent-
age that comes from power sources that
use replacement labor during labor disputes.
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When Disclosures Should Be Provided

There are at least three distinct events or points of contact in a
customer�s relationship with an electricity supplier that suggests a
need for different disclosures.  Suppliers should disclose informa-
tion to their customers (or potential customers) in (1) promotional
materials; (2) Terms of Service documents or contract summaries;
and (3) monthly bills.

The first point of contact is at the time a supplier advertises its
electricity products.  Drawing comparisons to a requirement of the
Truth in Lending Act, some experts recommend development of
an Electricity Facts Label with disclosures concerning price, fuel
mix and emissions (or other required items), which should appear
in a supplier�s printed advertisements and written promotional
materials.13

A second point of contact is at the point when a customer enters
into a contractual relationship with the supplier.  In contractual
terms, the supplier has made an offer which the customer has
accepted.  After the agreement is made, the supplier must inform
the customer about the material terms of the agreement in order to
have a legally enforceable contract.  This can be done in a Terms
of Service document, which should contain all the material terms
of the contract, including the supplier�s pricing method, fees, and
complaint procedure.  In California, Pennsylvania and Maine, the
Terms of Service disclosure must also offer customers a �right of
rescission� to cancel the contract without penalty within 3-5 days.
If this right is prominently disclosed in the Terms of Service docu-
ment, customers may examine the price and other contract terms
in detail before deciding to continue the contractual relationship.

The third point of contact during which information should be
disclosed is in the supplier�s bills.  Customers will receive a bill either directly from the
supplier (which may or may not include the distribution/transmission portion of the
bill) or as part of the customers� distribution company bill.  At this point, customers
would want to know the actual cost per kWh for electricity used during that billing
period.  Doing so would require suppliers to divide their customers� charges for
electricity by total kWh usage.  Note that such a disclosure requirement is not a
substantive regulation of a supplier�s rate design or pricing method.  This proposal
would allow customers to see the effect of their suppliers� price design on their own
usage patterns.

Consumer Education And Disclosure Policies

Terms of Service Document.

In addition to price, contract length,

supply mix, and emissions data, other

key disclosures that states should

consider requiring suppliers to

highlight in a Terms of Service

document include:

n All additional fees, including early

termination penalties or late fees

n Deposit policy

n Collection procedures, including

right to payment arrangements,

and special programs available

for low-income customers, if any

n Supplier�s dispute or complaint

handling policy, including the

state commission�s toll free

complaint number

n Limitations and disclaimers of

warranties

n If applicable, the customer�s

right of rescission and how to

exercise this right
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CONSUMER
PROTECTION AND
PUBLIC PURPOSE
PROGRAMS:

The Role of The Local
Distribution Utility
The move to retail electric competition
will require each state to redefine the
role of its local utilities.  For over 100
years local electric utilities have had a
monopoly on the generation, distribution,
and transmission of electricity.  Now
policymakers must decide what portion
of this vertically-integrated industry will
remain subject to monopoly regulation
and what portion should be open to
competition.  The distribution function
will remain a monopoly in all states which
have adopted electric restructuring
legislation to date.  This will mean that the
local poles and wires used to deliver
electricity will not be duplicated.  In
some states, the distribution function will
continue to include billing, metering and
customer service functions, but in other
states these services will also be opened
to competition.  The consumer protec-
tion implications of billing and metering
competition will be explored further in
Chapter III.

Long distance transportation�or trans-
mission--of electricity through high
voltage transmission wires will continue
to be regulated under the federal  juris-
diction of the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC).  This transmission
system is used primarily for wholesale

transactions between today�s utilities but
is now being opened to private transac-
tions by generation plant owners to
assure nondiscriminatory access under
FERC-controlled policies and prices.  This
division between the state-controlled
distribution system and the federally-
controlled transmission system generally
conforms with the historical jurisdiction
of states over the retail sale of electricity
and the authority of the federal govern-
ment (FERC) over wholesale transac-
tions.14  Although not required to do so,
some regions are forming an Independent
System Operator (ISO) to  govern access
to the transmission system and to estab-
lish price and access rules which accom-
modate competitive generation suppli-
ers.  This is still an evolving issue in
many states.

CHAPTER II

In general, states
are deciding how to
regulate the three major
functions of the
electric industry:

Generation: The generation and sale of

electricity

Transmission: The long distance trans-

portation of electricity between distribu-

tion utilities and generating sources

Distribution: The local delivery system,

including poles and wires
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The changing role for utility companies to
a more limited distribution function has
important implications for consumer
protection and public purpose programs.
States will need to analyze the compre-
hensive regulatory scheme that is appli-
cable to today�s public utilities and
decide which policies and regulations
should continue to apply to the distribu-
tion portion of the business; which
should be changed or added to respond
to the new industry structure; and which
should be created to apply to the
competitive generation portion of the
business.  With respect to distribution
companies, the most important policies
and issues that should be addressed
include

n obligation to serve;
n default service;
n reliability of service and

service quality;
n Universal Service programs;
n credit and collection policies;

and
n privacy of customer information.

The remainder of this Chapter will
address these issues.

Obligation to Serve

The duty of the distribution utility will
change from an obligation to serve to
access to the electric grid on a nondis-
criminatory basis.  Under this approach,
the distribution utility will continue to
provide line extensions and assure
connection to the local distribution

system.  Indeed, the distribution utility will
probably retain its right to use eminent
domain power to assure the proper
design and operation of the delivery
system.  This continued delegation of
state authority is often viewed as justifi-
cation for continued utility participation in
the implementation of state policies, such
as encouraging energy efficiency, and
supporting renewable resources and
universal service programs.  What is clear
from this altered mission is that state
regulators may no longer count on the
local utility alone to assure that all house-
holds have access to reasonably priced
electricity service.

Default Service

Every state that has considered the
implications of a move to retail competi-
tion has determined that a Default Service
option (also referred to as a �Standard
Offer� or �Basic Service�) must be pro-
vided to customers who do not choose
a competitive supplier for generation
services.  In other words, customers will
be assured a continuous source of
electricity even if they do not choose a
new supplier.  In addition to those
customers who �choose not to choose,�
there are other customers who must be
assured access to electricity, such as

n those refused service by a retail
supplier;

n customers whose supplier �s electric
service contract is canceled for any
reason;

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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n customers who need supply during a
transition to a new dwelling or who
become new customers and have
not yet chosen a supplier; and finally,

n those customers whose supplier
stops doing business or whose
license is revoked by a state agency.

It is important to recognize that the
Default Service option exists to serve
two different groups of customers: (1)
customers who choose not to select a
competitive supplier; and (2) customers
who are unable to select or retain
service from a competing supplier.  The
purpose of Default Service for customers
who have options, but do not exercise
them, is different from the purpose of
safety net service for those who are
unable to obtain competitive electricity
services with reasonable terms.  With
regard to the choose not-to-choose
group, states will have to decide who
will provide the generation portion of the
service.  This decision will have a signifi-
cant impact on market power (that is,
whether the incumbent will be awarded
these customers) and customer accep-
tance of change.  If there is too little
change, customers may not see the point
of entering the competitive market.  If
there is too much change (i.e., the adop-
tion of a volatile market-based price as a
substitute for an historically stable rate
structure), customers may resist and
threaten the political acceptance of the
move to competition.  As in all other
aspects of restructuring, the market price
and number of competitors will have a
great deal to do with customer reaction

to, and interest in participating in, the
competitive market.

The purpose of ensuring a safety net for
customers who cannot obtain generation
service at a reasonable price is related to
universal service policy goals and the
need to assure access to the electricity
system for all customers. Whether techni-
cally low-income or not, these customers
have a basic need for continuous electric
service, and society has an interest in
preventing unnecessary risks to house-
hold health and safety that could be
caused by significant interruptions in the
supply of electricity.  The alternative is
physical disconnection of service.
Nothing would do more to create
adverse reaction to competition than a
significant increase in customer discon-
nections as a result of difficulties working
with competitive suppliers or the inability
of customers to obtain service from
suppliers.  Even if most customers need
Default Service for only short periods of
time, some kind of Default Service will
always be needed and should not be
confused with what may be a short-term
need for Default Service for customers
who choose not-to-choose.

Even though Default Service serves
multiple purposes, it is possible to devise
one regulated service to respond to
different needs.  Alternatively, a state
could authorize two different services,
one for a transition period which is
available to current customers who
choose not-to-choose, and another
which is permanently available to any
customer in transition or who enters the
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competitive market and seeks to return to
regulated rates.  Massachusetts has
pursued this approach.  Utilities in the
state will offer a Standard Offer rate to
existing customers for a seven-year
period, which will be regulated based on
rates in effect prior to the onset of retail
competition.  Safety Net service, a
permanent service with more volatile
market-based rates, will be available to
any customer who enters the competitive
market and then seeks to return to
regulated rates.

The most controversial policy issue
associated with Default Service has been
its impact on the existing utility company,
particularly with respect to customers
who do not choose in the early years of
retail competition.  If customers can, by
doing nothing, remain customers of their

current utility, then the distribution utility
(and its retail sales affiliate) has gained a
tremendous competitive advantage.
Competitors will have an uphill battle to
penetrate this almost guaranteed market,
which may, in turn, discourage them

from incurring marketing expenses
associated with gaining residential

and small commercial customers,
especially in relatively small markets.  In
most jurisdictions, incumbent utilities have
argued strenuously for the right to pro-
vide electricity to these customers and to
be clearly identified as their electricity
source.  Potential competitors have just
as strenuously objected, pointing out that
this approach �gives� a significant share of
the emerging market to incumbents and
will prevent, or at least delay, the devel-
opment of a competitive market.

States have identified four ways to
provide Default Service:

Create a Bid Process

This process allows one or more retail
suppliers to provide Default Service
through a competitive bidding process.
The winning bidder (or perhaps two
bidders offering different rate designs)
obtains the right to serve customers for a
set period of time.  The state requires the
distribution company to offer electricity
service pursuant to the bid conditions
and procedures or establishes new
regional entities to conduct bids for such
services, thereby entirely eliminating the
distribution utility.  In either case, custom-
ers see a change in their electricity
supplier.  The distribution company or
regional entity is required to act in a

Both Maine and Rhode Island

restructuring legislation mandate

that the distribution company

obtain Default Service for its

customers via an open market

bid supervised by the public

utilities commission.

Several Ohio legislators have

proposed that generation services for all

customers be bid based on regional retail

marketing areas.  Customers could then

opt out by choosing their own

competitive supplier.

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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fiduciary capacity on behalf of its cus-
tomers in conducting the bid process so
that their customers get the best deal
possible, given the conditions of the
stated offer.  Under this approach, the
state regulatory commission oversees the
bid process and mandates key terms for
Default Service: rate design, billing
options, term of service, etc. This option
has the advantage of providing a regu-
lated service option with the least
amount of change to customers but
which builds upon the competitive
aspects of the new electricity market.

Require Distribution Utilities to
Provide Default Service at
Market-Based Rates

Some states have chosen to anoint the
distribution company as the provider of
Default Service and to mandate a market
price, that is, the price any customer
would pay for access to short-term
supplies of electricity.  This scenario is
often accompanied by a requirement
that utilities divest their generation facili-
ties or sell their power output into a pool
and then obtain market priced electricity
for default customers.  Because short
term market rates are often volatile, this
option is often accompanied by legisla-
tive requirements to cap rates at current
levels or even decrease rates overall.

Require Distribution Utilities to
Provide Default Service Under
a Rate Cap or Rate Decrease

Another variation on Default Service
requires distribution companies to
continue supplying electricity to its
customers using its own generation

facilities or energy obtained from the
wholesale market.  This option is also
typically accompanied by a requirement
that the utility provide either a rate cap or
rate decrease during the transition years
(the years in which stranded costs are
being recovered).  This option allows
customers to do nothing and continue to
receive electricity from their current utility.

Ballot and Spread by
Random Assignment

Prior to the implementation of customer
choice, a state could mandate that
customers choose an electricity supplier
via a ballot system and randomly assign
those who do not select a specific
supplier to one of several suppliers who
have registered and indicated a willing-
ness to accept such customers. The
commission would have the authority to
mandate certain basic minimum terms
which suppliers would have to meet as a

In California distribution utilities must sell all

their power into the power

pool (Power Exchange) and

then obtain electricity for

Default Service customers at

the prevailing market price for

a transitional period.  This

service is priced at market rates,

but the customer�s total bill reflects a

10% rate decrease in the early years, as

mandated by the state�s electric restruc-

turing legislation.
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condition of providing this service. This
approach has the advantage of forcing
the development of a competitive
market, but customers may not be ready
to accept this mandated change in their
electricity supplier.

In fact, this approach was used in some
states following implementation of
competition in the interstate long dis-

tance telephone market.  Customers
complained and resisted automatic
assignment to a supplier, referring to it
as a form of �regulatory slamming� and
triggering association with the particularly
egregious practice of changing customers�
telephone providers without permission.

Assuring Reliability
of Service

Distribution utilities will remain respon-
sible for most aspects of power quality
because of their retained ownership of
the distribution system, that is, the poles
and wires that deliver electricity to each
customer�s home and place of busi-
ness.15  Therefore, distribution utilities will
remain responsible for service reliability
(outages, their frequency and duration),
installation of service (service drops, as
well as line extensions in previously
unserved areas), service disconnection,
complaint resolution, change-orders, and
billing and collection.

Electric restructuring legislation passed in
several states has reaffirmed the duty of
distribution utilities to maintain service
quality and reliability in the transition to a
new industry structure and has linked that
obligation to the use of Performance-
Based Ratemaking (PBR) in setting rates for
distribution services.  PBR typically retains
strict control over basic service rates for
core customers by either freezing prices
or revenues or establishing a formula that
restricts utilities� ability to raise prices or
revenues for these customer groups.
Utilities are usually given significant pricing

Larger utilities in Massachusetts have

negotiated settlements which

require distribution

companies to continue

to provide a Standard

Offer based on current

rates with a 10-15% decrease for

customers who do not choose.  In

addition, these utilities must also provide

a  Safety Net Service to customers who

enter the competitive market and then

seek to return to the distribution com-

pany for a short period of time.  This

service must be provided at short term

market rates. Recently-enacted electric

restructuring legislation in Massachusetts

has adopted this approach.

Pennsylvania�s electric restructuring law

does not mandate divestiture

and requires the local utilities to

continue to provide generation

services subject to various rate

caps  during the period in which stranded

costs are being collected.  The PUC may

choose an alternative method for Default

Service  after the transition period.

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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and marketing flexibility within limits set
by either the rate freeze or the rate
formula.  In return, utilities assume more
risk.  Shareholders may retain earnings if
the utility is efficient or if earnings in-
crease, but must also assume the risk of
loss if earnings drop during the term of
the plan.  Most of these alternative rate
plans are multi-year in nature.

Utility commissions have struggled with
how to assure adequate customer
service and reliability through PBR.  Com-
missions initially reasoned that they
would rely on their existing rules and
investigatory authority to monitor and
respond to any deterioration in service
quality or reliability.  Many commissions
dealing with deteriorating service quality
in the telephone industry have found this
approach to be insufficient.16  More
recent regulatory plans for both tele-
phone and electric/gas utilities contain a
specific customer service and reliability
index that monitors selected attributes of
service quality and establishes penalties
in the form of customer rebates or

earnings reductions if performance
deteriorates during the term of the plan.17

Universal Service Programs

A thorny issue in every state is how to
address the impacts of a competitive
electricity market on vulnerable custom-
ers.  Some customers are vulnerable
because of their inability to afford utility
services or because they are unable to
read and comprehend their rights and
responsibilities in a competitive market.
Most states fund universal service pro-
grams through utility rates, either directly
or indirectly, which are designed to assist
low-income, elderly, or disabled custom-
ers with affordable electric service.
These programs typically include

n shut-off or disconnection moratoria;

n flexible payment arrangements;

n ratemaking policies concerning how
utilities are �made whole� for bad
debt and customer service expenses;

Both the California and Pennsylvania utility commissions have initiated rulemakings that

mandate reporting requirements for their distribution utilities which monitor service reliability

and other attributes of customer service.  These proposed rules typically require distribution

utilities to report key indices of reliability, such as minutes of outage per customer and

frequency of customer outages.  The California PUC will continue to include these perfor-

mance indicators in the distribution utilities� Service Quality Index included in its

PBR plan.  The indices include financial penalties for failure to meet historical

baseline performance standards.
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n requirements for budget billing and
bill payment counseling;

n bill payment assistance programs, rate
discounts, percentage of income
payment plans, and arrearage forgive-
ness when customers make regular
payments; and

n targeted energy efficiency and
weatherization programs.

Direct costs associated with targeted
discounts and energy management
services are relatively easy to identify, but
the indirect costs or benefits of certain
programs are not as easily identified.
Utilities have argued that these programs
should not be funded through rates in a
competitive environment.  Of course,
competitive suppliers will have no
obligation to comply with these tradi-
tional public purpose programs without
specific regulatory directives.  Distribu-
tion companies, although regulated, will
have a much narrower role. Policymakers
have legitimately asked whether electric-
ity should be treated like food or gaso-
line�where the government�s role to
assist those without sufficient resources is
handled through the tax system. Most
commissions and state legislatures that
have taken action in this area have
announced their support for continuation
of programs and policies that address
low-income customers and others with
special needs. Legislation adopted in
some states not only mandates the
continuation of current programs, but
allows for expansion or development of
new programs by the public utilities
commission.

State policymakers are confronting
inadequate funding of traditional financial
assistance programs for basic needs,18

and a lack of certainty about the future
price of electricity, particularly for low-
income customers who may be faced
with few or no supplier options.  Bill
assistance and other programs have been
created via utility regulation, modest to
be sure in some states, for vulnerable
customers facing unaffordable electric or
gas bills. Proponents of funding such
obligations by means of the state�s
general tax system argue that utilities are
not social welfare organizations and that
it is more equitable to fund assistance
programs through the tax structure based
on a household�s income and ability to
pay.  Those who support funding these
programs via utility rates argue that the
cost of these programs is already in-
cluded in rates, that the creation of a new
tax-supported energy assistance program
is unlikely to occur in the near future, and
that a small per-kilowatt hour charge is a
relatively small price to pay for universal
service programs when industrial custom-
ers stand to reap significant benefits
through lower prices and increased
service options. 19

The design and funding of these programs
will no doubt vary among the states.  In
Maine, each utility has designed different
programs to respond to local concerns
within the statutory expenditure guideline
of .5% of jurisdictional revenues.  The
Maine PUC has initiated a rulemaking to
determine whether the programs should
be operated on a statewide or distribu-
tion utility-basis and whether existing

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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programs, which are different at each
utility, should follow a uniform ap-
proach.20  The California Public Utility
Commission has appointed a Low-
Income Governing Board to recommend
a statewide administrative structure for
low-income programs funded through
distribution utility rates.21  The Pennsylva-
nia PUC has ruled that existing utilities
should maintain control and implementa-
tion of their low-income programs,22 and
has addressed the exact program design
and funding level in each utility�s restruc-
turing plan.  To date, the Commission has
substantially increased the funding and
eligibility for these programs.23

The role of competitive suppliers in
funding and delivering universal service
programs has been explored in some
states, but no state has yet designed a
system in which suppliers fund program
benefits to low-income customers.
However, the Pennsylvania PUC has
ordered that bill payment assistance
program credits, provided to qualified
low-income customers, be �portable.�
That is, they must be applied in a pro-rata
manner to both the distribution and the
generation portions of the bill.24  This will
assure that low-income customers enter
the competitive market with their bill
credits (based on their total electric bill)
intact.

Selected Universal
Service Programs

Maine: Distribution utilities must

continue to fund low-income

assistance programs up to .5% of

jurisdictional revenues.

California: The existing 15% discount

and access to no-cost weatherization

programs for low-income custom-

ers will continue, funded by a Public

Goods Charge applicable to

all customers through their

distribution companies.

New Hampshire: Based on the

universal service directives in its

electric restructuring legislation, the

N.H. PUC approved a new low-

income assistance program to be

funded by distribution companies at

a rate of 3 mills per kWh.

Pennsylvania: Electric

restructuring legislation

mandates, at a minimum,

continuation of current programs and

policies and requires such programs to

be funded through a non-bypassable

charge on customers. In the context of

individual restructuring plans, the PUC has

expanded both energy efficiency and bill

payment assistance programs.

Illinois: Recent legislation

authorizes a new $76 million

low-income program to

be funded by distribution

utility ratepayers.

New Ham p shire

Illino is
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Credit and Collection
Policies

Most states will continue to regulate the
credit and collection practices of distri-
bution utilities, much as they do today.
These regulations typically include bill
content and format requirements, credit
and collection procedures, limitations on
the disconnection of at-risk customers
(particularly during extreme weather
conditions), right to payment arrange-
ments, and reconnection policies.
Electric restructuring legislation in several
states (Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and
Connecticut) has imposed some or all
existing credit and collection rules on all
competitive suppliers as well.  Other
states are creating separate rules of a less
comprehensive nature.  These issues will
be explored in Chapter III of this Blue-
print.  However, with respect to distribu-
tion utilities, there are at least two issues
that should be addressed in this chapter:
physical disconnection of service and
allocation of partial payments.

Disconnection of Service

In a competitive market, sellers usually do
not have collection devices that prohibit
non-paying customers from obtaining the
same product from alternate sellers. Most
state restructuring laws to date prohibit
competitive suppliers from using the
threat of physical disconnection at their
customers� meters to collect unregulated
charges.  Of course, suppliers must be
able to discontinue their services to
nonpaying customers, but this can be
accomplished by notice to customers
(Notice of Contract Cancellation) and to

the distribution company without physi-
cal disconnection of customers from the
grid.  If the distribution company fails to
obtain specific instructions from its
customers, the customer whose contract
is canceled by a supplier will be pro-
vided with Default Service, which should
be subject to actual disconnection
according to commission-approved
procedures. Competitive suppliers will
be able to use standard collection
options available to any competitive
business, many of which are subject to
state and federal consumer protection
laws, discussed further in Chapter III.
These options include contacting cus-
tomers and attempting to directly collect
unpaid bills, using debt collection agen-
cies, Small Claims Court, and, in more
serious cases, filing a civil complaint in a
court of general jurisdiction. Suppliers will
also be able to report customer credit
histories to credit reporting agencies and
make use of this information in determin-
ing credit terms for applicants.

Allocation of Partial Payments

Closely related to the discussion of
service disconnection is the issue of
allocating  partial payments. If a customer
pays only a portion of a total bill issued
by a distribution company under contract
with the customer�s supplier, a rule must
be established to determine how to
allocate the partial payment between the
regulated and non-regulated services.
Because the distribution and transmission
charges are regulated and the electricity
sales are not, most states have deter-
mined that the customer�s payment be
first allocated to those services subject

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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to disconnection (and for which there is
no alternative). This is the same approach
typically taken today when a regulated
utility bills for non-regulated services,
such as the sale or lease of water heaters
by a gas utility.  In addition, this approach
also assures that customer payments will
be allocated first to the nonbypassable
charge which covers stranded costs
included by distribution utilities on
customer bills.

Customer Privacy

Consumers today should be able to
expect that their utility billing and pay-
ment records are confidential. There is no
federal law, however, that compels privacy,
and in many states, there is no statute that
specifically protects such records.

Typically, utilities protect this information
from disclosure and do not routinely sell
or make available customer-oriented
research and survey results.  In a retail
competition scenario, the distribution
company will have information concern-
ing its customers that retail suppliers will
want to obtain, such as usage profiles
and billing and payment history. Allowing
access to such information in a competi-
tive market is complicated by the fact
that regulated distribution companies will
naturally want to give access and prefer-
ences to their unregulated retail sales
affiliates. This may result in cross-subsidi-
zation of the utility�s unregulated retail
sales efforts by regulated rates for its
monopoly distribution function, which, in
turn, will hamper the development of a
truly competitive market because other

competitive suppliers will not have such
an advantage.  Indeed, because the
distribution company and the marketing
section of most current public utilities are
one organization, this information is
routinely exchanged now and, depend-
ing on who gets the billing and account-
ing computer, will continue in the future
unless specifically prohibited.

States must strike a balance between the
need for fair dealings in the use and
access to customer information to
enable development of a competitive
market and customers� reasonable
expectation that personal billing and

Unlike most states, California

has a statutory policy to

protect customer-specific

information held by utilities.

PUC Code §§585 and

588 establish a

general policy that

protects cus-

tomer-specific information held by utilities

without written authorization by the

customer.  Narrow exceptions for

commission and law enforcement access

to customer-specific billing and payment

records require that any exception

provide for �...protection of the reason-

able expectation of customers of public

utilities in the privacy of customer-specific

records maintained by that utility.� Even in

providing for access to such information

by law enforcement officials, a customer�s

usage is protected from access without a

court order or subpoena.
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payment information will remain private.
Suppliers argue that customers benefit if,
at least, their usage information is made
available, because suppliers can better
target their marketing offers based on
usage profiles.  However, most states
have, to date, allowed the release of
generic information (not customer-
specific) without permission, and gener-
ally prohibited the release of customer-
specific information without their permis-
sion.  This requires the distribution com-
pany to obtain individual customer
permission to release information to its
retail sales affiliate or to any other sup-

plier.  In addition, states that have ad-
dressed this issue have required that
distribution utilities provide their custom-
ers with historical usage history at least
once per year at no cost.

State rules in this regard typically do not
change the ability of the distribution utility
or retail supplier to communicate cus-
tomer-specific information to credit
reporting agencies or debt collectors for
lawful purposes as described in the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act or Fair
Credit Reporting Act both of which are
discussed further in Chapter III.

Consumer Protection And Public Purpose Programs
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STATE REGULATION OF
COMPETITIVE ENERGY
SUPPLIERS

The Rationale for State
Consumer Protection
Regulation

While the move to retail electric compe-
tition is often referred to as �deregula-
tion,� this description is not entirely
accurate.  No state has proposed that
the retail sale of electric or gas services
be totally deregulated.  Rather, this
description is most often used to refer to
the repeal of the state�s traditional
authority over prices charged for genera-
tion services.  Traditionally, pricing author-
ity has been exercised at the state level
by a public utility commission which
reviews and approves any rate or charge
for services provided to retail customers.
Rates, charges, and the terms of service
are then set forth in �tariffs� that are
mandatory terms or conditions of service
under which utilities may provide ser-
vices to customers.

While prices themselves will not be
regulated, many other aspects of the
bargain between the energy service
provider and the customer, particularly
the residential customer, will be subject
to state regulation.  State regulation will
be based on consumer protection
principles that form the basis for regula-
tion of many products and services

marketed to residential customers.  State
regulation is often justified by the impor-
tance of a particular product or service
to consumer health and welfare.  For
example, housing prices are rarely
regulated, but housing units must typically

conform to state and local standards to
prevent the sale or rental of substandard
housing.  State regulation also protects
individual consumer bargaining power
when dealing with sellers who seem to
hold �all the cards� in the bargaining
game.  Consumers are often presented
with �contracts of adhesion,� which are
pre-printed contracts that contain de-
tailed terms that bind them after the deal
is struck and over which they have little
bargaining ability.  In other words, while
nominally competitive, the market may be
one that favors one side of the bargain
unduly even if the price is technically
subject to competition. Rental housing,
consumer credit, and insurance are
examples of industries in which states
have traditionally played an active role in
regulating contract terms.  Regulatory

CHAPTER III

Retail electric and gas competition

substitutes contracts between parties in

place of traditional state-approved tariffs.

The buying and selling of generation

services is thus governed by the law of

contracts and not the non-negotiable

tariffs of a fully regulated public utility

industry.
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action may take the form of disclosure
(uniform methods of price disclosure,
plain language contract requirements) or
outright regulation of certain terms (pro-
hibiting certain practices, allowing a
contract term only under certain condi-
tions and with certain disclosures, provid-
ing a right of rescission or cancellation).

The sale of electricity is a prime candi-
date for this traditional form of state
consumer protection and contract
regulation for several reasons.  First,
electricity is a necessity of life.  Most
state and local housing laws include lack
of electricity and heating in the definition
of �substandard housing.�25  Second,
consumers are not prepared to shop for
electricity after almost a century of
�cradle to grave� regulation over every
aspect of their electric and gas utility
services.  Even in New Hampshire, after
extensive publicity and marketing efforts
by suppliers which began early in 1997,
most residential and small commercial
customers were not  aware of retail
electric competition or the probable
impact of competition on their monthly
electric bill in a survey conducted in the
fall of that year.26  Results such as these
suggest that consumers are not prepared
for dramatic changes and may need
additional consumer protections during a
transitional period.

And third, most contract terms offered to
residential and small business consumers
will not be subject to negotiation.  They
will resemble typical �contracts of
adhesion,� which have boilerplate
provisions not subject to individual
negotiation.  Therefore, it is likely that
states will seek to regulate some aspects
of the contractual bargain between the
sellers of competitive energy services
and residential and small commercial
customers.  Such state regulations should
be applicable to transactions by both
distribution companies (with regard to
the direct provision of generation ser-
vices) and retail electric suppliers in their
dealings with residential and small com-
mercial customers.  Most states to date
have concluded that transactions by
larger commercial and industrial cus-
tomers do not need standardized
protections.

Finally, the need for state contract regula-
tion and consumer protection reflects
lessons learned during telephone deregu-
lation.  Many states have taken steps to
regulate certain electric competition
practices based on their experience
with, and customer reaction to, long
distance telephone competition.

State Regulation Of Competitive Energy Suppliers
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Connecticut�s policy

concerning discrimina-

tion in the application

for electricity service

provides that...  �No

electric supplier...shall refuse to

provide electric generation services to, or

refuse to negotiate to provide such

services to any customer because of age,

race, creed, color, national origin, ancestry,

sex, marital status, sexual orientation, lawful

source of income, disability or familial

status.  No electric supplier shall decline to

provide electric generation services to a

customer for the sole reason that the

customer is located in an economically

distressed geographic area or the cus-

tomer qualifies for hardship status....No

electric supplier shall terminate or refuse to

reinstate electric generation services

except in accordance with the provisions

of Title 16 of the General Statutes.�  An Act

Concerning Electric Restructuring, Public

Act No. 98-28, §29.

Existing State and Federal
Consumer Protection

The regulation of competitive energy
suppliers should reflect existing state and
federal consumer protection laws, the
most important of which are briefly
highlighted below.

Application for Credit

The federal Equal Credit Opportunity Act
(ECOA)27 applies to the granting of
�credit,� including credit for utility ser-
vices.28 The term �credit� in this federal

statute is defined very broadly to include
any agreement in which the obligation to
pay is deferred, even when there is no
finance charge and regardless of the
number of installments required for
repayment.  The ECOA prohibits credit
discrimination on the basis of race, color,
sex, marital status, religion, national origin,
age, handicap, receipt of public assis-
tance (such as the receipt of Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF),
formerly the Assistance for Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) program, or
food stamps) and exercise of dispute
and enforcement rights under federal
consumer protection statutes. The ECOA
is particularly important to electricity
sales because it may be an important
tool to prevent the practice of
�redlining.�  �Redlining� refers to the
practice of denying credit or altering
credit terms to residents, simply because
they live in certain neighborhoods.29

Furthermore, under the ECOA, a creditor
may not alter deposit requirements or
adopt different disconnection proce-
dures based on race, receipt of public
assistance, or because another family
member owes a balance on a separate
account.  The ECOA incorporates the
�effects test� used in housing and em-
ployment litigation to prevent discrimina-
tion that, while not intended to rely on an
illegal basis for credit denial, has a
demonstrated adverse effect on a
minority group with racial, ethnic, or other
characteristics listed in the ECOA.30

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA)31 is a
more specialized federal statute aimed
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primarily at the practices of organizations
who maintain data on consumers and sell
it to businesses, who then use it as part
of their evaluation of applications for
credit, insurance, or employment, or

other transactions initiated by consumers.
The statute was originally enacted in
1970, but was extensively amended in
1996 (Public Law 104-208).  The FCRA
requires that when a business relies on
information in a consumer report to deny
or alter credit terms, certain disclosures
must be made in writing to the affected
consumer. This law currently applies to
public utilities and will apply as well to
retail energy suppliers. A key change of
the 1996 FCRA amendments requires that
providers of credit information, such as
stores, banks, insurers, energy suppliers,
and others, report accurate information.

Both statutes are enforced by consumers
(who may file for statutory damages and
attorney fees), the state Attorneys
General, and the Federal Trade Commis-
sion through cease and desist orders,
court action, restitution, and injunctive
relief, as well as other specialized
agencies for creditors under their jurisdic-
tion, such as banking authorities.

Credit Terms
(Truth in Lending Act)

Both the state regulation of finance
charges, consumer credit terms, and the
federal Truth in Lending Act (TILA)32 have
not generally applied to public utilities
because these laws apply to a narrow
definition of credit.  For the most part, the
federal TILA and state consumer credit
laws regulate transactions in which  a
finance charge is imposed, i.e., when a
debt is deferred and an interest rate
charged for installment payments.  A
credit transaction subject to the TILA
triggers a host of disclosure, procedural,

Selected Services
Subject to Competition

California has ordered that so-called

�revenue cycle services� (billing,

metering and consumer services)

be subject to competition for

large customers in 1998 and

for residential and small

commercial customers

beginning in 1999.

Maine�s electric restructuring

legislation mandates that billing

and metering competition

commence no later than 2002,

two years after full retail

competition begins in 2000.

Pennsylvania�s electric restructuring

legislation does not specifically provide

for competition in services other than

generation. However, the recent PECO

Energy restructuring plan

settlement calls for billing and

metering competition in that

utility�s service territory

beginning in 1999.

Massachusetts� legislation requires a

study of metering, customer billing and

information services competition by

January 2001.
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and substantive requirements. It is pos-
sible that retail energy suppliers will
devise payment plans that resemble
credit sale transactions or sponsor open-
end credit plans for the sale of electricity
which will trigger the TILA disclosure and
disputed bill procedures. It is more likely,
however, that electricity sales will not fall
under the TILA because sellers will typi-
cally not structure contracts to allow for
extended payments, partial payments, or a
finance charge as that term is defined in
the TILA.  Instead, retail electric sale
contracts that require the customer to
pay in full within a certain number of days
or pay a specified late fee will be more
common transactions.  These terms, by
themselves, usually do not qualify as
�credit� within the meaning of the TILA.

Unfair and Deceptive Practices

The  Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act
prohibits �unfair methods of competition
and unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce.�33  All states
have adopted a similar statute, some-
times referred to as the �Unfair and
Deceptive Practices Act� or UDPA,
typically enforced by the state Attorney
General.  Under federal law the FTC has
jurisdiction to define such practices in
generic rules where deceptive practices
are widespread, or to enforce the
prohibition through individual adjudica-
tory proceedings, using cease and desist
orders and taking businesses to federal
court to obtain penalties and redress to
affected consumers.  Most state Attor-
neys General have similar remedies under
UDPAs.  While the FTC Act does not give
consumers a private right of action, under

some state laws individual consumers
can sue businesses and seek actual
damages (with a minimum amount),
equitable relief, and attorney�s fees. Class
actions by consumers are also an option
under some state laws.  Historically, these
statutes have been used to prevent
unlawful and deceptive advertising,
deceptive pricing, and unfair trade
practices, and to regulate special sales
approaches, such as door-to-door sales,
multi-level marketing or pyramid selling
schemes, and negative option plans.

The FTC Act exempts federal banking and
insurance industries on the grounds that
these industries are closely regulated by
other federal and state authorities.  Some
state statutes also exempt state banking
and insurance industries because unfair and
deceptive practices are also tightly regu-
lated by other state authorities.  Some state
UDPA laws specifically exempt public
utilities34 and about half of the state con-
sumer protection laws have a provision
which generally exempts transactions
which are subject to some regulation by a
state or federal administrative agency from
regulation under the UDPA.35  State courts
have interpreted this exemption both
narrowly (the specific conduct must be
condoned by the state or federal agency)
and broadly (the business is exempt if it is
subject to regulation), depending on the
nature of the state exemption statute and
the nature of the regulatory scheme.  This
situation will need to be clarified with
respect to the activities of retail energy
suppliers, particularly the affiliates of
regulated distribution companies.
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Debt Collection

The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act36

(FDCPA) regulates the conduct of debt
collection agencies and others, including
attorneys, who collect debts owed to a
third party. Therefore, although an impor-
tant consumer protection statute, the
FDCPA does not directly apply to a seller
or creditor, e.g., energy supplier, who
collects debts owed directly to him or
her under most circumstances.  Third
parties who collect debts owed to a
utility or a competitive electric service
provider would, however, be subject to
the FDCPA.

Telemarketing and Consumer
Fraud and Abuse Prevention
Act

Congress enacted this legislation37 to
combat the growth of telemarketing fraud
by providing law enforcement agencies
with powerful new tools to provide
consumers with new protections, and to
provide guidance for lawful telemarketing
activities.  Under this Act, the FTC
adopted the Telemarketing Sales Rule.38

Key provisions of the Rule require spe-
cific disclosures by telemarketers, pro-
hibit misrepresentations, set limits and
times telemarketers may call consumers,
prohibit calls after a consumer asks not to
be called, and requires that specific
business records be kept for two years.
The Telemarketing Sales Rule also restricts
telemarketing calls to the hours between
8 am and 9 pm.  Utilities and competitive
electric suppliers will be subject to this
Act and the FTC Rule.

Cooling Off Rule

The FTC has also promulgated the Cooling
Off Rule39 which gives consumers three
days in which to cancel and receive a full
refund on sales of $25 or more when the
sales transaction is made at the
consumer�s home, his/her workplace, or
at facilities rented by the seller on a
temporary basis, such as hotel rooms or
convention centers.  The Cooling Off Rule
is relevant to electricity sales that occur in
locations away from the seller�s normal
place of business.  Sales that occur
subject to this Rule require the seller to
provide the buyer with a summary of the
buyer�s cancellation rights, and two
copies of an actual cancellation form.
Some states have extended their version
of this rule to sales made over the
telephone, thus triggering a 3-day right of
cancellation for sales of electricity via
telemarketing.

Definition of Services
Subject to Competition

All state electric restructuring legislation
adopted to date defines competitive
services to include, at a minimum, the
generation and sale of electricity.  The
most controversial issue surrounding the
definition of competitive services has
been whether they should include billing,
metering, and associated consumer
services.

Proponents of competition in billing and
metering services point to the potential
for customer savings if a competitive
market is allowed to develop.  Suppliers
also argue that they need to be able to

State Regulation Of Competitive Energy Suppliers
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package these services with electricity
sales so as to link the many products that
may be bundled, thus emphasizing the
key role played by the bill as a marketing
tool.  Other advocates for billing and
metering competition point to the value
of �real-time� meters that send proper
price signals concerning customer
electricity use at certain hours of the day
or times of the year, a feature not avail-
able on most residential and small
commercial customer meters today.
Many suppliers have pointed out that
their motivation to sell electricity to low-
usage consumers may be greatly influ-
enced by their ability to market additional
(and perhaps more profitable) services
to them.  The impetus of technological
developments in the metering industry in
particular, coupled with lower costs,
suggests that customers will have sub-
stantially more choices for metering and
billing in the future.

Opponents of competitive billing and
metering point out that customers will
be confused enough with generation
competition without allowing additional
services to be unbundled from the
current utility bill and subject to com-
petitive marketing.  In addition, union
representatives in particular emphasize
the impact on local jobs if billing and
metering are suddenly subject to com-
petition.  Utilities themselves argue that
these services are part of the natural
delivery services monopoly and that
some of these services cannot be
provided more economically in a
competitive market.

Whether states move to outright competi-
tion in these areas or allow develop-
ments to proceed at a slower pace, they
will face the following concerns:

Should suppliers be able to
offer alternative meters to their
customers that allow for different
pricing options, such as time-of-
day and time-of-year prices?

Some higher-use customers may have a
lower monthly bill with meters that allow
more sophisticated pricing structures.
Suppliers may also offer energy manage-
ment or home energy systems with
meters that allow integration of energy
services with alarms, automatic appliance
controls, and even telecommunications
services.  However, low-usage residential
customers (who do not have electric hot
water or heat or other high-use appli-
ances) may not benefit from such oppor-

Norway�s Guidelines for Metering and

Settlements of Electricity Trade (Novem-

ber 5, 1994) require large customers to

obtain real-time meters to allow billing on

their actual hourly usage characteristics.

Residential and small commercial custom-

ers with traditional meters are billed on

the adjusted load profile of the network,

or distribution area in question.  The

adjusted load profile is calculated as the

difference between the network owner�s

system load profile, adjusted for network

losses, and usage by end users with real-

time meters.  These load profiles are

calculated quarterly.  Most states in the

U.S. have adopted Norway�s approach.
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tunities because both the equipment
(meter) and billing costs are likely to be
higher than the potential savings.

Who should be able to issue bills
to customers?

Suppliers argue that it is unfair to allow
distribution utilities to issue a combination
bill that includes both regulated and
competitive services without providing
such an option to them as well.  The
California deregulation order, which
allows suppliers to issue a unified bill,
makes it clear that suppliers who negoti-
ate such an option with distribution
companies must assume the risk of
collection for both the regulated and
stranded cost charges.  This will require
suppliers to conduct their own collection
programs without benefit of the distribu-
tion company�s �threat of termination� or
�disconnection� service policies.

How should these services be
unbundled from current rates?

If suppliers can sell and bill separately for
metering services, state regulators will
then have to unbundle these charges
from current rates and give customers
who obtain them a credit on their distri-
bution charges so that customers do not
pay twice.

Should meter installation be
tested differently?

Some states may want to separate
physical installation of the meter from
automatic meter reading options offered
by some suppliers.  This would allow
utilities to maintain control over meter
installation (with its safety consider-
ations), but allow customers to have

alternative meter usage data accessed
directly by suppliers.

How should customers with
standard meters be treated?

Customers who do not have or want a
�high tech� meter should be able to
participate in the competitive market with
their standard mechanical meter.  Al-
though some states require that large
industrial customers obtain �real time�
meters to enable more accurate billing, all
other customers should be billed on the
basis of standard load profiles for the
customer class in question, rather than on
different rates for each hour of service.
This approach was pioneered in Norway,
a country that moved to retail electric
competition several years ago.

Licensing Criteria for
Suppliers

Many industries and businesses whose
activities can affect public health and
safety, such as hospitals, nursing homes,
insurance companies, debt collection
agencies, home repair contractors, and
banks are required to meet minimum state
requirements to conduct business in that
state.  In a similar vein, whether referred
to as �registration,� �certification,� or
�licensing,� most state electric restructur-
ing legislation requires prospective
electricity suppliers to comply with
minimum state requirements.

Typically, states require a form of security,
or bond, to assure reimbursement of
customer deposits, advance payments,
or restitution ordered by a regulatory

State Regulation Of Competitive Energy Suppliers
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body.  The amount of the bond is set high
enough to compensate parties adversely
affected by a firm�s failure to perform.
Requiring a bond (like a performance
bond on a construction project) or a
letter of credit has at least two beneficial
consequences.  First, a company�s ability
to obtain a bond or a letter of credit is
proof of its financial soundness.  Second,
the bond provides a source of funds for
compensation to individual parties.  Most
states require a bond as a condition of
licensure, the amount of which reflects
the different types of retail suppliers likely
to emerge.

Typical state electric restructuring legisla-
tion requires the state regulatory authority,
usually the public utility commission, to
license retail electric or gas suppliers
before conducting business within the
state.  Licensing requirements may include
the following minimum criteria:

n Evidence of general financial integrity

n A bond or equivalent security in an
amount based on the applicant�s
volume of sales

n Evidence that the firm is technically
qualified to conduct its proposed
business

n Information on disciplinary or en-
forcement
actions in other states in which it
operates

n Information concerning the
applicant�s consumer complaint
history in other states

n Disclosure of its ownership structure
and affiliates doing business in the
state

n Location(s) of the applicant�s office
in the state, or, if no office, its agent
for service of process and its geo-
graphic scope of business

n A description of services that will be
offered

n The name and telephone number of a
customer service individual for
customers to contact the supplier

The licensing process should not be a
barrier to entry, as is the typical Certifi-
cate of Convenience and Necessity used
for most public utility licensing today.
Rather, the role of the utility commission in
the licensing process is to ensure financial
safety, system reliability and basic con-
sumer protections.

Disclosures

  Specific disclosure requirements that a
state should consider as part of its
regulatory scheme for electric suppliers
are described in detail in Chapter 1.
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Regulation of
Credit Practices

Most state electric restructuring legislation
imposes only those credit-related rules
on suppliers that already exist in state and
federal consumer credit laws (such as the
ECOA, discussed earlier in this Chapter).
However, some states have recently
required suppliers to comply with most
or all credit and application-for-service
rules currently applicable to utilities.  The
Massachusetts and Connecticut electric
restructuring statutes require suppliers to
comply with existing consumer protec-
tion rules with respect to credit and
application-for-service.  The Connecticut
statute also requires suppliers to recog-
nize a customer�s right to a medical
emergency, winter-based moratoria on
cancellation, and payment arrangement
requirements.

Regulation of
Contract Terms

Suppliers typically include contract terms
most favorable to them in their pre-
printed contracts with residential and
small commercial customers.  While
disclosure of these contract terms in a
Terms of Service document, coupled
with a right of rescission, is an important
consumer protection tool, disclosure
alone may not be  sufficient remedy.  It is
unlikely that suppliers will compete on
many of these pre-printed terms.  Some
suppliers may offer superior customer
service (such as fast-acting 1-800 call
centers, more billing options and fast

response to disputes and questions).  It is
less likely that suppliers will compete to
offer generous payment arrangements for
those who cannot pay in full every
month, waive contractual cancellation
penalties for customers who need to
move to Default Service, or waive
collection costs for low-income custom-
ers.  Therefore, the following substantive
contract terms are candidates for state
regulation:

n Late Fees: States may establish a
maximum monthly late fee. No more
than 1.5% per month is typical, but
Massachusetts rules prohibit late fees
for residential customer transactions.

n Notice of Renewal: Some states
require suppliers to notify customers
at least two billing periods in ad-
vance of the need to renew and the
consequences of failure to renew.

n Length of Contract Term: Some
states are considering whether
residential and small commercial
contracts should have a maximum
term (1-2 years), at least during a
transition period.  This would allow
customers to become more experi-
enced prior to allowing door-to-
door sales representatives to obtain
customer signatures on 5-year agree-
ments with excessive early termina-
tion penalties, a practice that oc-
curred in Toronto, Canada, at the
onset of retail gas competition.

State Regulation Of Competitive Energy Suppliers
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n Collection Costs: Suppliers should be
prohibited from charging collection
costs or damages in addition to the
overdue amount.

n Payment Arrangements: States have
differed on whether suppliers must
offer at least one reasonable pay-
ment arrangement to residential
customers prior to contract cancella-
tion.

n Notice of Cancellation: Suppliers
should be required to provide a
minimum notice period prior to
cancellation of a contract for non-
payment and establish the content of
the notice.

n Medical Emergency: Most states
(Connecticut is a notable exception)
have not required suppliers to honor
a medical emergency at the
customer�s household if declared by
a registered physician for a minimum
period, but this is a typical provision
of state utility regulation.

n Pre-Payment Meters: Pre-payment
meters are controversial because
they allow customers to be discon-
nected from all electric service during
extreme weather without notice or
compliance with health and safety
concerns.  States may want to con-
sider ruling against the use of such
meters as a condition of service for
low-income customers, unless suppli-
ers require such meters as a condition
of service for all its customers.

n Deposits: Several states regulate a
maximum deposit amount for resi-
dential customers.  In Pennsylvania,
suppliers may not  require the de-
posit unless customers have a history
of failure to pay for electric service,
thus prohibiting suppliers from basing
their credit worthiness decisions on
non-utility service history.

n Right of Rescission: Most states
require suppliers to provide all new
customers with a 3-day right of
rescission that is triggered by their
receipt of the Terms of Service
brochure with its price and contract
term disclosures.

n Dispute Resolution: Most states
require suppliers to notify customers
of their right to refer disputes to the
state regulatory agency, if a supplier
cannot resolve it satisfactorily.  The
ability to refer disputes to a neutral
regulatory agency has an additional
benefit beyond that offered to the
individual consumer.  Dispute resolu-
tion authority allows the regulatory
commission to monitor sales prac-
tices as well as compliance with
basic consumer protection rules.
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Regulation of Unfair Trade
and Marketing Practices

Most state electric restructuring legislation
invests the state utility commission with
authority to adopt regulations which
prohibit unfair trade and marketing
practices by energy suppliers.  Other
states may rely on their existing consumer
protection laws and the jurisdiction of
the Attorney General for this type of
regulation.  Regardless, every state so far
has sought to adopt specific provisions
to prevent slamming and to encourage
renewable energy development.

Slamming

One potentially unfair trade practice that
most states have already decided to
regulate is �slamming,� which is switching
the customer�s supplier without permis-
sion or with fraudulently-obtained per-
mission, a practice that has been the
subject of widespread complaint and
condemnation in the telephone industry.
This course of conduct is sufficiently likely
to occur with competitive electric
suppliers that state restructuring legislation
has either prohibited the practice outright
or authorized the regulatory commission
to prevent it.

The most controversial issue associating
with anti-slamming regulation has been
whether customers must provide signed
authorization before their distribution
company switches suppliers.  Proponents
of such an approach view a signed
authorization as the best method to
prevent slamming.  On the other hand,
signature requirements provide an enor-

mous advantage to existing utilities, as the
signature acts as a barrier to contracts
with competitive suppliers.

For example, if a customer personally
communicates with a distribution com-
pany to authorize the switch and pro-
vides identifying information, such as his/
her account number, additional barriers
to finalizing this transaction should not be
erected.  After all, the contract to supply
electricity is between the customer and
the supplier.  The distribution company�s
obligation is merely to record the change
for billing purposes.  Reliance on oral
communication from the customer in such
situations should be allowed.  But what if
the supplier has initiated contact with the
customer (via telemarketing or mail) and
has obtained valid consent over the
telephone?  Should the distribution
company be allowed to switch the
customer�s supplier upon notice from the
new supplier?  What if the customer has
cashed a check from the new supplier
which states that cashing the check will
cause the customer�s electricity supplier
to be changed?40  Opening up the
authorization to include anyone other
than the consumer opens the door to
fraud.  Even requiring that the authoriza-
tion be signed by the consumer (thus
preventing telemarketing alone from
finalizing the sale) is fraught with diffi-
culty, as the check cashing scheme
demonstrates.

Recent legislation in California,41 Massa-
chusetts,42  and Connecticut43 reflects a
growing attempt to deal with this prob-
lem.  Customers who are solicited by a

State Regulation Of Competitive Energy Suppliers
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supplier, or his agent, to switch compa-
nies must not be switched until the new
supplier obtains authorization in one of
three methods: oral verification by an
independent third-party; electronic
verification; or written authorization.
These options have proven to be the
least likely to result in slamming, but they
are not foolproof if a supplier is deter-
mined to commit fraud.  In addition, this
approach is likely to be most successful
if accompanied by a �right to rescind�
any contract for electricity within three

business days after a customer receives a
written Terms of Service brochure.  If
state policy links the �right of rescission�
with receipt of contractual disclosures,
suppliers will be stimulated to confirm
their sales promptly.  This approach will
also accommodate the expectations of
most customers who do not currently
sign written contracts to obtain electricity,
natural gas, propane and fuel oil.

Marketing Renewable Energy

A marketing and disclosure issue that is
sure to remain controversial is the manner
in which electricity sources should be
advertised as �green,� �renewable,� �less
polluting,� or �environmentally-friendly,�
how such disclosures should be regu-
lated and, if so, by who and how.  Recent
national and regional surveys have
confirmed that many customers want to
shop for electricity based on environ-
mental criteria.44  Marketing campaigns
conducted as part of the New Hamp-
shire electric competition pilot program
in 1997 confirmed this trend.  Suppliers
used such phrases as �We donate 1% of
your power bill to groups working to
protect New Hampshire�s environment�
(Working Assets, Inc.) and �Now is the
time to start saving money and saving the
planet� (Green Mountain Energy Partners,
selling Hydro Quebec power).  Because
customers want to include environmental
criteria in making their electricity purchase
decisions, suppliers will want to focus on
these aspects of their service to obtain
new customers.

There is risk associated with marketing
renewable energy, particularly insofar as
advertising is concerned. Both state and
federal laws prohibit deceptive advertis-
ing.  At the federal level, the Federal
Trade Commission (FTC) enforces the
Federal Trade Commission Act;45 state
Attorneys General typically have primary
authority for implementing state consumer
laws relating to deceptive advertising
and marketing.  The FTC has issued policy
statements describing its policies with
respect to unfair or deceptive advertising

At their annual meeting in California in

1998, the National Association of

Attorneys General (NAAG) formed a task

force to study the marketing of �green�

power and other claims by electricity

marketers.  The task force is working to

develop a set of model marketing

guidelines for consideration by states

moving to retail electric competition.
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claims.46  In addition, the FTC requires that
all important marketing claims, whether
expressed or implied, be substantiated.47

The FTC has adopted specific guidance
for environmental claims, FTC Guides for
the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims
(16 CFR § 260).  While these guidelines
do not specifically mention electricity
sales, general provisions, such as a

requirement that sellers document their
claims based on a reasonable interpreta-
tion by consumers, do apply.  The FTC
Guides, among other things, state that
general environmental claims should be
avoided or qualified, as necessary, to
prevent deception about the specific
nature of the environmental benefit.
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THE MANY FACES OF
CUSTOMER CHOICE:

Aggregation And
Group Buying Power

Individual customers will be able to
participate in competitive electric and
gas markets in several ways.  The most
common is referred to as �direct access.�
In this approach, customers enter into a
bilateral contractual relationship with their
chosen electric or gas supplier.  The
contract governs services, terms and
conditions, and fees associated with
provision of these services.  Even though
a distribution company may act as the
billing agent for the supplier, the rights and
remedies of the customer and the
supplier will be established in the con-
tract between them.48  This chapter of the
Blueprint addresses how the state may

stimulate and regulate alternative ap-
proaches to electric competition that
enhance its benefits to residential cus-
tomers.  These approaches, however, are
not viewed as substitutes for consumer
protection policies identified elsewhere
in this document.

An alternative to direct access is a form
of group buying that is generally referred
to as �aggregation.�49 Under this ap-
proach, the customer enters into a
relationship with an entity that acts as a
middleman between him/her and the
retail energy supplier.  The entity may be a
political subdivision, such as a municipal-
ity or county, or a national, state, or local
organization that seeks to obtain energy
and other products on behalf of its
members.  Aggregation may be based on
geographic location or non-geographic
criteria, such as membership in a group,
or employment.  In some states, efforts

Excerpt from Massachusetts legislation:

�Following adoption of aggregation through the votes specified above, such program shall

allow any retail customer to opt-out and choose any supplier or provider such retail cus-

tomer wishes....  Nothing in this section shall be construed as authorizing any city or town or

any municipal retail load aggregator to restrict the ability of retail electric customers to obtain

or receive service from any authorized provider thereof.

It shall be the duty of the aggregated entity to fully inform participating ratepayers in advance

of automatic enrollment, that they are to be automatically enrolled and that they have the

right to opt-out of the aggregated entity without penalty.  In addition, such disclosure shall

prominently state all charges to be made and shall include full disclosure of the standard offer

rate, how to access it, and the fact that it is available to them without penalty.�

Section 247, adding Section 134 to Chapter 164.

CHAPTER IV
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are underway to create non-profit
entities which aggregate the sale of
electricity and energy management
services to residential or low-income
residential customers.  Aggregation in
particular is often viewed as a way to
stimulate creation of a competitive
market for low-use customers who may
not otherwise be the target of marketing
efforts by energy suppliers.

Consumer Benefits
From Aggregation

Both customers and power suppliers may
benefit from aggregation:

n Low-use residential and small busi-
ness customers may not benefit from
direct access because their usage
characteristics, coupled with a lack
of advanced metering systems, may
make them expensive to serve.
Marketing costs to reach and con-
summate deals with these customers
may exceed profit potential on
electricity sales alone, unless the
volume of sales is high.  On the other
hand, if a power supplier can negotiate
one sale with an entity that represents a
large group of customers with a similar
energy profile, without incurring upfront
marketing costs, lower prices may
result.

n If Default Service is based on the
market price or is priced below
market rates by regulators, individual
residential customers may not find
energy any cheaper in the market-
place.  However, an aggregator may
be able to offer other valuable
services and products, such as
energy management or even tele-
phone service, in a package deal that
is desirable to customers.

n Aggregation may improve the market
power of residential and small
business customers.  The aggregator
that can deliver a significant energy
load can bargain for a lower price

The Many Faces of Customer Choice:
Aggregation and Group Buying Power

New Hampshire�s electric pilot program

began in April 1997, when the state PUC

opened 3% of the state to competi-

tion.  Half of the participating

customers were picked by lottery

and half participated by virtue of

their location.  Called �Geo-

graphic Areas of Choice,�

certain municipalities were chosen

as targets for competition.  These

municipalities were allowed to determine

how suppliers would be selected and

how residents would be recruited to

participate.  When Peterborough, N.H.,

solicited proposals, 13 energy suppliers

responded.  Four public hearings were

held.  Once the supplier was selected,

each citizen had to affirmatively choose

to receive electricity from the winning

bidder.  Out of 5,000 residents, 1,400

actually participated.  The resulting two-

year, fixed-price contract was estimated

to save participants 15-20% on their

electric bill.  The winning supplier also

contributed $25,000 to the town�s

economic development fund.

New Ham pshire
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and enhanced energy management
services on behalf of group mem-
bers.

n Aggregation may also be an impor-
tant tool to achieve a state�s Universal
Service goals.  In general, low-
income customers use less energy
than other residential customers.
Furthermore, while most low-income
customers do pay their bill, a high
percentage of low-income custom-
ers cannot pay their electricity or gas
bill in a timely manner because of its
significant impact on household
income (over 20% for some custom-
ers with higher-use and very low
household income).  Therefore, it is
likely that low-income customers may
need more customer service sup-
port, or carry a high risk of bad debt
expense.  Whether low-income
customers should be the focus of
aggregation efforts or whether they
are better off in general as part of the
residential class is a hotly debated
topic among customer advocates.
However, there is little debate about
the notion that if suppliers do not
market to residential customers in
general, low-income customers will
most likely be ignored.

Barriers to Effective
Aggregation

  Advocates have sought to remedy
several potential barriers to aggregation in
state electric restructuring legislation.
Should customers be required to �opt in�
to be bound to a contract for the sale of
electricity negotiated by a group or
organization?  Or should customers be
presumed to be bound and have the
option to �opt out�? In other words,
should a customer be bound to a con-
tract with the aggregator in the same way
that a customer can be bound in a
contractual relationship with a direct
access supplier?  Proponents of aggrega-
tion argue that for benefits to be realized,
membership in the group should signify
that customers approve the group�s
power supplier; cost savings, due to
economies of scale, may then, in fact, be
realized.

Membership rights and responsibilities
may affect supplier bids; suppliers may
not bid on a group contract if the number
of ultimate customers is unknown.  How-
ever, aggregation proponents note that
the �opt out� approach has not been
successful in most states.  Only Massa-
chusetts has adopted legislation which
allows a municipality, after a detailed
public process, to presume that their
residents� power supplier will be
switched to the town�s selection unless
the customer opts out of the program.
California�s legislation specifically requires
individuals to opt in to an aggregation
plan, including one proposed by their
local municipality.50  No state legislation
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has allowed a private aggregator to
group customers without specific affirma-
tive approval from each customer in the
group.  This means that, for example, if the
American Association of Retired Persons
(AARP) seeks to aggregate customers in a
state, the members who want to approve
AARP�s plan must positively approve it;
membership alone will not suffice to
presume supplier choice.

A second potential barrier to the use of
aggregation, especially applicable in the
municipal context, is the process a town
must follow to solicit proposals and
select a winning bidder.  It is likely that in
most states, a municipality will need legal
authorization to initiate this type of
activity.  At the very least, the selection
process requires public presentation of
final bid offers, public meetings or
hearings, and public comment and review
of the town�s proposed selection.

Municipalities and quasi-governmental
agencies need to establish a framework
within which an aggregation program is
designed.  This may present a third
barrier.  For example, Massachusetts

requires that a municipality first devise an
energy plan and establish criteria for
selection of a power supplier.  The state
has also legislated minimum requirements
for any municipal solicitation for power
supply, which is designed to assure
customer service and consumer protec-
tion provisions are not compromised for
lower prices.  A town may select a
supplier on the basis of criteria that
includes, but does not rely entirely on,
price.  This allows a municipality to
choose a supplier that furthers environ-
mental and energy efficiency goals, as
well as price competitiveness.  The
town�s plan and contract requirements
may also be subject to approval by the
state, which may impose additional
requirements on the solicitation process.

In most states a private aggregator, doing
business as an individual or an organiza-
tion, must obtain a license to sell electric-
ity and agree to comply with all appro-
priate state regulations.  In other words,
such issues as price and contract term
disclosures, collection remedies, bill
format, and other consumer protection
procedures will also be applicable to
contracts negotiated by aggregators.
However, some state licensing require-
ments distinguish between suppliers and
aggregators or brokers who do not take
title to electricity.  Such distinctions may
impact requirements for bonding and
other financial securitization.  Substantial
bonding requirements may act as a
barrier for small non-profit groups at-
tempting to provide aggregation services
on behalf of its members.

Massachusetts legislation allows a town

to run its own energy efficiency programs

with a Systems Benefit Charge (up to 3

mills per kWh) and to directly invest (up

to 1 mill per kWh) renewable energy

funds in its own community.

The Many Faces of Customer Choice:
Aggregation and Group Buying Power
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Consumer Energy
Cooperatives

Energy advocates in Vermont are design-
ing a full-service consumer-owned
energy cooperative whose mission is to
lower members� energy bills by combin-
ing competitive energy pricing with
comprehensive energy services.  Its
proponents differentiate their strategy
from competitive energy suppliers as
described below.

Most retail competitors are expected to
offer primarily a single energy source and
compete primarily on the basis of price.
By contrast, the cooperative will feature
value-added services designed to lower
members� total energy bills.  Bill savings
will be achieved through competitive
purchasing of energy and aggressive

The Consumer Electric Cooperative (CEC)

proposes to deliver important services

to low-income households, including

n aggregating the market power of

low-income customers into larger groups

for the purpose of negotiating better

prices;

n delivering energy efficiency programs

to reduce total bills; and

n pursuing bill minimization policies,

such as switching customers from electric

space heat to a less expensive fuel

source.

delivery of comprehensive energy-
efficiency measures addressing all energy
sources. The Consumer Energy Coopera-
tive (CEC) will also lower bills by helping
customers select the most cost-effective
mix of energy sources for their individual
energy service needs.  CEC will offer its
members the convenience of a single bill
for all energy services.51

While the CEC states that it will target
low-income customers with specific
services that meet their needs, it will not
focus exclusively on these customers,
but seek a broad-based membership
among residential customers.  The CEC
will seek to aggregate low-income
customers through partnerships with
existing community-based networks.

A Note on the
�Muni-Lite� Concept

Some municipal aggregation models
closely resemble municipal power
districts or rural electric cooperatives.
However, there is a significant difference.
Unlike traditional municipal utilities or
cooperatives, a municipal aggregator
does not seek to own or control the
local distribution system; the poles and
wires remain the property of the local
distribution utility.  But what if a town
seeks to gain access to the wholesale
market on behalf of its residents and
compete with the local utility without
any changes to the state�s electric power
laws?  This is what Palm Springs, Califor-
nia, sought to do in 1996.  The City of
Palm Springs applied to the Federal
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Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) for
approval to purchase wholesale power,
which would then be transported to
customers by the local utility, Southern
California Edison (SoCal Edison).  SoCal
Edison opposed the proposal, arguing
that residents were attempting to avoid
paying state-approved retail rates which
included costs not reflected in the
wholesale market price.  In August 1996,
FERC denied Palm Springs� claim and
stated that its attempt to establish owner-
ship of the distribution system by pur-
chasing duplicate meters was not enough
to trigger its access to the wholesale
market.

As a result of this ruling, it is now likely
that municipalities cannot obtain access
to the wholesale market and escape their
current franchise utility unless the state
restructures its retail service or moves to
create a new municipal utility with all the
rights and duties of such an entity.  This
latter option would then require the
municipality to contract with the local
utility for use of the distribution system
already in place, or seek to obtain such
property from the utility by eminent
domain and pay its fair market value.

The Many Faces of Customer Choice:
Aggregation and Group Buying Power
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THE NEW CONSUMER
PROTECTION ROLE:

Jurisdictional And
Enforcement
Implications

This Blueprint highlights the policy implica-
tions of new relationships between
consumers and their electric supplier and
between retail suppliers and regulators.
If the regulatory approach for public
utilities has historically been dominated
by a traditional model of total price and
entry controls, the new regulatory model
will rely instead on consumer protection
and lower barriers to entry for new firms
with little or no price regulation.  Instead
of monopoly power, with its focus on
prices and rate design, the new competi-
tive market structure will likely be ac-
cused of fostering �unfair� competition,
caused by inadequate access to infor-
mation by buyers and unequal bargaining
power between buyers and sellers.
These are crucial defects for a commod-
ity widely regarded as a necessity.

If states are to transform their approach
to a truly competitive market, they must
acquire new tools for working effectively
with the electric industry, and make
innovative use of old ones.  Examples of
new tools include

n setting licensing criteria as a screening
function to reinforce standards or
norms defined in regulations;

n educating customers to participate in
the competitive market based on
informed choice;

n responding quickly to unfair and
deceptive marketing and advertising
practices;

n policing standards of conduct
between holding companies and
affiliates to assure the development
of a competitive market structure;
and

n umpiring disputes between competitors
and between customers and their
suppliers.

Jurisdiction of the State
Utility Commission

The degree to which an existing state
public utility commission will have
jurisdiction over non-traditional suppliers
of electricity, i.e., retail electric suppliers,
will be decided by state legislation.
Jurisdictional areas that might be ad-
dressed include

n licensing;

n disclosure requirements for advertis-
ing, terms of service contracts, and
monthly bills;

n contract terms;

n prevention of unfair trade and
marketing practices;

CHAPTER V
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n authority to resolve customer
disputes;

n the interaction of retail sales affiliates
with parent utility holding companies
or distribution utilities; and

n establishment of minimum billing,
credit  and collection practices.

In some states, the utility commission may
share its jurisdiction with the Attorney
General�s office.  However, no state has
enacted retail electric competition by
relying entirely on state and federal Unfair
Trade Practice Acts or their equivalent.
Nevada�s electric restructuring law
includes a reorganization of its consumer
protection and public advocacy func-
tions by combining them in one division
of the Attorney General�s office, while at
the same time granting concurrent juris-
diction to the public utility commission to
license and regulate the conduct and
contract terms of competitive suppliers.

Whether state public utility statutes
already contain sufficient jurisdictional
authority for the commission to regulate
retail electric suppliers, as well as
aggregators and brokers who do not take
title to electricity, will require detailed
state analysis.  Some jurisdictional statutes
for public utilities link the state authority
with ownership or control of property in
the state or require utilities to own
generating facilities to qualify.  These
restrictions do not allow jurisdiction over
aggregators, brokers, or marketers without
additional legislation.  In addition, legisla-
tive guidance is necessary to establish

policies for regulation of retail suppliers
and the manner in which regulation
should be different from traditional price
and entry regulation applied to utilities
and future distribution companies.

Because most states have assumed that
some legislative changes will be required
in any case to implement full retail com-
petition, it will be important for such
legislation to clarify the regulatory
commission�s role in licensing, monitoring,
regulating, and enforcing minimum market
standards of conduct on all major partici-
pants.  Indeed, all state electric restruc-
turing statutes enacted to date either
assume or make clear commission
jurisdiction over new market entrants for
the purposes of  registration or licensing
and, at a minimum, consumer complaints.

The New Consumer Protection Role:
Jurisdictional and Enforcement Implications

California�s original electric restructuring

legislation (AB 1890) granted the PUC

jurisdiction over competitive suppliers for

registration and certain complaints, but

deferred to other state agencies for key

consumer protection oversight.  In

August, 1997, a comprehensive con-

sumer protection bill applicable to

suppliers expanded the PUC�s jurisdiction

and required significantly more oversight

in registration criteria

and regulation of

contract terms and

disclosures. SB 477

(Stats. 1997, ch. 275).
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The typical state approach to date has
been to define �retail electric supplier�
(or an equivalent term) to refer to those
entities that  will sell or offer to sell
electricity to retail consumers.  This
definition of retail supplier includes the
retail sales affiliates of traditional public
utilities, newly formed entities which sell
electricity from supplier-owned genera-
tion facilities located both in or out-of-
state, as well as aggregators, marketers
and brokers who market electricity from
generation facilities which they do not
directly own or operate.  From the
viewpoint of consumer protection, it will
be important for a state to regulate any
entity that seeks to promote or market the
sale of electricity, whether or not the
entity owns generation supplies.  The
term does not usually include entities
which offer only to sell demand-side
management or energy efficiency ser-
vices, or metering equipment, or other
enhancements to the sale of electricity.

Each state must also decide how the
new competitive market will apply to

publicly-owned utilities, such as munici-
pal or rural electric cooperatives.  Com-
mission jurisdiction over these entities
differs from state to state.  However,
policymakers involved in this debate will
want to consider that exempting pub-
licly-owned electric companies from
licensing and consumer protection
requirements imposed on other retail
electric suppliers will grant them a more
favorable market position.  If publicly-
owned electric departments or coop-
eratives seek to enter the competitive
market to sell electricity to the general
public, it seems reasonable to include

Recently enacted Illinois

restructuring legislation created a

separate unit within the Attorney

General�s office to handle con-

sumer protection issues related

to the electric industry.  This

action will concentrate resources

and develop expertise that exists

only at the utilities commission in

other states.

The Pennsylvania

Customer Choice

Act, Section 2803

defines �electric

generation supplier

or electricity supplier� as �a person or

corporation, including municipal corpora-

tions, which chooses to provide service

outside their municipal limits except to

the extent provided prior to the effective

date of this chapter; brokers and

marketers, aggregators or any other

entities, that sell... electricity or related

services, utilizing the jurisdictional,

transmission, or distribution facilities; or an

electric distribution company  that

purchases, brokers, arranges or markets

electricity or related services for sale to

end-use customers, utilizing the jurisdic-

tional, transmission and distribution

facilities of an electric distribution

company.�

Illino is
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The New Consumer Protection Role:
Jurisdictional and Enforcement Implications

them in the same overarching consumer
protections adopted by the state for
other competitive suppliers.

Access to Books and
Records; Enforcement Tools

In addition to clarifying commission
jurisdiction over competitive suppliers,
state legislation may also need to make
clear the extent of a commission�s ability

Maine�s electric restructuring legislation

clarifies the Public Utilities

Commission�s jurisdiction over retail

electric suppliers to include

n licensing, including renewal and

revocation;

n informational filings; public information

disclosures;

n standard consumer protection

provisions;

n penalties of up to $5,000 for each

violation;

n dispute resolution;

n cease and desist orders;

n restitution; and

n court enforcement by the PUC

directly or through the Attorney

General.

to obtain access to a supplier�s books
and records.  As a practical matter, a
commission is unlikely to conduct routine
audits, but legislation should address
regulatory authority to conduct investiga-
tions upon reasonable cause and to
obtain access to books and records for
enforcement purposes.

Furthermore, if a commission does not
already have the authority to order
restitution to affected consumers or levy
fines or penalties, such authority should
be considered as part of state restructur-
ing legislation.  While a commission
without such authority may have wielded
its regulatory powers via rate cases and
other certification procedures required
for traditional public utilities (such as
providing a lower rate of return in re-
sponse to inefficient management or
poor service quality), these rate case
tools will not be available to change the
behavior of errant retail suppliers in a
competitive market.

If a commission does not obtain authority
to order restitution or fines, it will most
likely be unable to respond promptly
and forcefully to an emerging pattern of
fraud or violation of consumer protection
rules, and may be forced to make use of
its license revocation authority when a
lesser penalty might be more appropri-
ate.  For example, under current statutory
authority, the New Jersey Board of Public
Utilities may only seek a fine of up to
$500 per violation against public utilities.
While this may even be inadequate for
enforcement against public utilities, the
existence of ratemaking treatment amelio-
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rates this defect to some extent.  Without
such rate case tools, this small penalty
would probably be inadequate to
prevent widespread abuse of consumer
protection rules by competitive suppliers
who are not subject to price regulation.

Montana�s electric restructuring legislation

specifies that the Commission may

revoke or suspend the license

of an electricity supplier,

impose a penalty, or both,

�for just cause on the

commission�s own investiga-

tion or upon the complaint

of an affected party if it is established

that the supplier

n intentionally provided false

information to the commission;

n switched, or caused to be switched,

the electricity supply for a customer

without first obtaining the customer�s

written permission;

n failed to provide a reasonably

adequate supply of electricity to its

customers in Montana; or

n committed fraud or engaged in

deceptive practices.�

Fines are set at the range of $100 to

$1,000 per day for each violation.

The Role of the
Consumer Advocate

In most states, residential consumers are
represented before the public utilities
commission by independent legal
consumer advocates.  While commis-
sions themselves are re-thinking their new
regulatory roles, so are consumer advo-
cates.  State consumer advocates are
often housed in the Attorney General�s
office or as part of the Executive Branch.
Should the consumer advocate be given
authority to participate in any commission
rulemaking, licensing, or other policy
decision with respect to supervision of
retail electric suppliers?  Should con-
sumer complaints that find their way to
the public advocate be coordinated
with the utility commission or the Attor-
ney General?  States that have adopted
legislation to date provide a continuing
significant role for the consumer advo-
cate with authority to participate in
commission proceedings during the
transition to competition.

Public advocates are also exploring new
roles as participants in statewide con-
sumer education programs and have, in
some states, taken a lead role in coordi-
nating the exploration of innovative
aggregation options for residential
customers.  Several consumer advocates
have sought increased legislative appro-
priations to pay for intensive participation
in key proceedings and customer out-
reach efforts that need to be quickly
accomplished in preparation for retail
competition.  Furthermore, most con-
sumer advocates expect to play an
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important role in monitoring commission
compliance with statutory directives in a
competitive marketplace, to use their
authority to appeal commission decisions
before the courts, and to seek customer
restitution for violations.

The Role of the
State Energy Office

For states with a strong energy office,
such as Massachusetts and California,
electric restructuring legislation imposes
important new authority with respect to
energy efficiency, environmental disclo-
sures associated with energy sales, and
renewable energy development.  In
those two states, as in others, the state
energy offices took a lead role in policy
discussions leading to adoption of
electric restructuring legislation.  The
Massachusetts Department of Energy
Resources (DOER) proposed a complete
plan to achieve customer choice in that
state and submitted it to the Department
of Public Utilities and to the State Legisla-
ture.  The DOER and the Attorney General
(within which the public advocate
resides) then took the lead role in negoti-
ating settlements with major utilities that
ultimately formed the basis for many
policies adopted by the State Legislature.

Similarly, the California Energy Commission
played a key role in design and imple-
mentation of environmental disclosures,
and has responsibility for the State Trust
Fund to support �the operation of
existing, and the development of new
and emerging, in-state renewable re-
source technologies.52

Massachusetts� electric restructuring

legislation authorizes the Department of

Energy Resources to promulgate

rules that define

minimum demand-side

efficiency programs

operated by distribution

utilities.  The funding level for such

programs starts at 3.3 mills per kWh in

1998 and phases down to 2.5 mills in

2002, with a total of about $500 million.

Included in this funding amount is a

permanent set-aside of .25 mills for low-

income energy efficiency programs.

Funding for renewable energy averages

0.7 mills per kWh for the first five years

(about $150 million), and 0.5 mills

thereafter.

California�s Senate Bill 1305 requires that

all retail suppliers selling electricity in

California disclose their

sources of electricity,

using a format developed

by the California Energy

Commission.  The bill also

requires suppliers to report

fuel type and fuel consump-

tion information to system

operators and make such

information available to the Commission

to verify their customer disclosures.

The New Consumer Protection Role:
Jurisdictional and Enforcement Implications
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The move to retail electric competition
in states across the country will be
accompanied by the review and revision
of many existing public policies and
regulatory approaches associated with
our 100-year old system of regulating
electric service to all homes and busi-
nesses. This Blueprint for Consumer
Protection has explored many issues
associated with consumer protection

and universal service.  States that have
already adopted retail electric competi-
tion legislation have provided excellent
models.  They have recognized that
consumer protections are vital to political
acceptance of electricity competition.
As one commissioner stated at a recent
National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners meeting, �The safest job in
my commission is the consumer com-
plaint specialist!�

CONCLUSION
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A SHORT PRIMER ON RETAIL
ELECTRIC RESTRUCTURING

Since the turn of the century, electric
utilities have been viewed as �natural
monopolies.�  Because of the tremen-
dous costs involved in building power
plants and transmission lines, electric
utilities were assumed to provide a
service that only one entity in a given
area could deliver efficiently.  Utilities
were granted exclusive franchises in
exchange for submitting to regulation, the
purpose of which was, and has contin-
ued to be, to assure adequate service at
reasonable cost.  This traditional picture is
changing and this vertically-integrated
industry (production/generation, transmis-
sion, delivery and sale to retail custom-
ers) is being broken into pieces or
�unbundled.�  Increased competition is
coming to the electric industry, due to
the interaction of five key factors:

■ New technologies in energy pro-
duction, conservation and informa-
tion systems are creating opportu-
nities for more efficient produc-
tion, delivery and consumption of
electricity.  The most important
development in this area has been
rapid price reductions associated
with the construction of new natural
gas-fired turbine and combined cycle
plants.  This has meant that electricity
can be generated at lower cost than
at many older and more expensive
power plants.

APPENDIX A

■ Federal laws have been changed to
encourage new entrants in electric-
ity generation and to create a
competitive wholesale transmis-
sion market.  The Public Utility
Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) of
1978 requires utilities to buy power
from independent power producers;
this law initiated the growth of
electricity generation outside the
vertically-integrated public utilities.
The 1992 Energy Policy Act (EPAct)
authorized the Federal Energy Regula-
tory Commission (FERC) to order
transmission-owning utilities to
provide transmission service to any
buyer or seller of wholesale electric-
ity.  Under this authority, FERC has
issued a series of decisions designed
to create a wholesale market in the
sale of electricity.

■ New players are seeking to enter
the industry at all levels: wholesale
and retail sales, generation, trans-
mission ownership, merchant and
aggregation functions, and conser-
vation services.  As these new
players see opportunities for compe-
tition, they will create a significant
political and economic force for
change.

■ Industrial customers are insisting
on lower rates and higher efficien-
cies from their utility suppliers,
that has led the way in most states
for development of a retail market.
These proponents of competition
point to the positive benefits from
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increased competition in the airline,
gas, trucking and telecommunications
industries as a rationale for initiating
electricity competition.  Industrial
customers are skilled and sophisti-
cated; they understand the potential
advantage in bargaining for their
electricity needs in the open market.

■ Electricity production accounts for
over 50% of key air pollution
emissions, focusing attention on
the industry.  Policymakers and
consumer advocates are looking for
the most efficient way to assign risks
and costs to the production and use
of electricity.  The current regulatory
structure provides an inherent incen-
tive for electric utilities to increase
their sales of kilowatt-hours because
most state ratemaking policies
encourage utilities to increase their
profits by selling more electrons.
Such regulatory imperatives, in turn,
result in higher air emissions than might
otherwise occur in a competitive
market, as well as increased air
pollution from older power plants
which are required to comply with
the more stringent emission standards
of newer plants.

The call for increased competition in the
electric industry has coincided with a
push toward privatization in many other
countries and with a political desire to
decrease our reliance on regulation in
favor of more competition in many
industries.  In the telecommunications
industry, for example, Congress enacted
the Telecommunications Act of 1996

which, among other requirements:
(1) calls for competition in the local
provision of telephone service; (2)
opens up the previously separated cable
and long distance telephone companies
to competition from each other; and (3)
replaces a long history of state and
federal price regulation with calls for
market fairness and consumer protection.
The push for retail competition in the
electric industry has not been far behind.

Twelve state legislatures have already
mandated retail competition in their
states with implementation dates that
vary from 1998-2006 (See Appendix B).
Almost every other state has initiated
proceedings to examine whether retail
competition is either an inevitable or
desirable result.  In addition, several
federal legislative proposals that mandate
retail competition are slated for serious
attention in the near future.

Proponents of these changes emphasize
that lower costs typically result from
competitive, as opposed to regulated,
markets.  They theorize that allowing
competition in at least the generation
portion of the business will result in
lower prices than under the traditional
monopoly regulation approach.  While it
is undeniable that retail competition will
create an opportunity for some custom-
ers to negotiate for lower prices, con-
sumer advocates question whether this
benefit will flow automatically to lower-
use residential and small commercial
customers in general or low-income
customers in particular.  These observers
point to the airline industry in which
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prices have, in fact, dropped for custom-
ers who can travel at certain times but
significantly increased for business
customers traveling at peak days or times.
This has come at a cost of reduced
service and higher fares for small cities
across America.  Consumer advocates
also point to the recently deregulated
telecommunications industry where
competition for basic exchange service
has appeared in large cities and for large
volume users, but not for rural or most
residential customers.

As a result of these concerns, the debate
about electric competition in many states
has included an extensive analysis of the
public benefits associated with tradi-
tional regulatory structures and efforts to
either address those benefits directly in
the new industry structure or transfer
them to the new competitive retail
market.  These public benefits include

■ conservation and demand-side
management initiatives mandated
by state policy makers;

■ universal service and low-income
programs;

■ utility-sponsored research and
development;

■ consumer protection policies and
programs associated with the sale of
electricity to residential and small
commercial customers; and

■ support for renewable energy and
environmentally beneficial energy
sources as embodied in PURPA and
least cost planning policies.

Overarching this debate about compet-
ing public policies and whether to
protect or abandon them is the contro-
versy surrounding �stranded costs.�
These costs dwarf those associated with
public policy initiatives and may deter-
mine whether most customers see any
reduction in prices as a result of the
move to competition.  Stranded costs
represent the capital invested by utilities
in power plants and power-purchasing
contracts that will not be profitable in a
competitive market.  The difference
between what the utilities invested in
these plants and contracts and what they
are worth on the open market in the next
several years is the �stranded� portion of
these costs.  Utilities want to be reim-
bursed for these costs as part of the
transition to competition.  They argue that
their shareholders had every reason to
expect these costs to be recovered
because they were incurred with the
knowledge and blessing of state and
federal regulators.

Opponents argue that the change to
competition will produce winners and
losers and that utility shareholders must
share in the pain.  Some states, like
California, Maine, and Massachusetts, are
allowing utilities to recover most or all of
their stranded costs, but they are requir-
ing them to sell some or all of their
power plants.  This �divestiture� approach
prevents the old monopolies from putting
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their new competitors at a disadvantage,
because, as continuing owners of the
transmission and distribution system, they
might give their own power plants
special treatment.  Divestiture is particu-
larly important because of the increasing
number of mergers among utilities in the
last several years, which have set the
stage for a potential reduction in compe-
tition in some regional electricity markets.

Readers interested in a more detailed
discussion of the economic and public
policy issues associated with the move

to retail electric competition may find
additional information from the National
Council on Competition and the Electric
Industry (NCCEI), a joint project of state
utility regulators, through the National
Association of  Regulatory Utility Commis-
sioners (NARUC), legislators, through the
National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCSL), and energy officials, through the
National Association of State Energy
Officials (NASEO).  The National Council�s
website includes links to their publications
http://eetd.lbl.gov/nationalcouncil/.
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EXCERPTS FROM STATE
ELECTRIC RESTRUCTURING LEGISLATION

AGGREGATION

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Section 366 is added to the Public Utilities Code to read:

366. (a) The commission shall take actions as needed to facilitate direct transactions between
electricity suppliers and end use customers.  Customers shall be entitled to aggregate their
electric loads on a voluntary basis, provided that each customer does so by a positive
written declaration.  If no positive declaration is made by a customer, that customer shall
continue to be served by the existing electrical corporation or its successor in interest.

(b) Aggregation of customer electrical load shall be authorized by the commission for all
customer classes, including, but not limited to small commercial or residential customers.
Aggregation may be accomplished by private market aggregators, cities, counties, special
districts or on any other basis made available by market opportunities and agreeable by
positive written declaration by individual consumers.

(c) If a public agency seeks to serve as a community aggregator on behalf of residential
customers, it shall be obligated to offer the opportunity to purchase electricity to all
residential customers within its jurisdiction.

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 134.  (a)  Any municipality or any group of municipalities acting together within the
commonwealth is hereby authorized to aggregate the electrical load of interested
electricity consumers within its boundaries; provided, however, that such municipality or
group of municipalities shall not aggregate electrical load if such are served by an existing
municipal lighting plant.  Such municipality or group of municipalities may group retail
electricity customers to solicit bids, broker, and contract for electric power and energy
services for such customers.  Such municipality or group of municipalities may enter into
agreements for services to facilitate the sale and purchase of electric energy and other
related services. Such service agreements may be entered into by a single city, town,
county, or by a group of cities, towns, or counties.

A municipality or group of municipalities which aggregates its electrical load and operates
pursuant to the provisions of this Section shall not be considered a utility engaging in the
wholesale purchase and resale of electric power.  Providing electric power or energy
services to aggregated customers within a municipality or group of municipalities shall not
be considered a wholesale utility transaction.  The provision of aggregated electric power
and energy services as authorized by this Section shall be regulated by any applicable
laws or regulations which govern aggregated electric power and energy services in
competitive markets.

APPENDIX B
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A town may initiate a process to aggregate electrical load upon authorization by a
majority vote of town meeting or town council.  A city may initiate a process to authorize
aggregation by a majority vote of the city council, with the approval of the mayor, or the
city manager in a Plan D or Plan E city.  Two or more municipalities may as a group initiate a
process jointly to authorize aggregation by a majority vote of each particular municipality
as herein required.

Upon an affirmative vote to initiate said process, a municipality or group of municipalities
establishing load aggregation pursuant to this Section shall, in consultation with the division
of energy resources, pursuant to Section 6 of Chapter 25A, develop a plan, for review
by its citizens, detailing the process and consequences of aggregation.  Any municipal
load aggregation plan established pursuant to this Section shall provide for universal
access, reliability, and equitable treatment of all classes of customers and shall meet any
requirements established by law or the department concerning aggregated service.  Said
plan shall be filed with the department, for its final review and approval, and shall include,
without limitation, an organizational structure of the program, its operations, and its funding;
rate setting and other costs to participants; the methods for entering and terminating
agreements with other entities; the rights and responsibilities of program participants; and
termination of the program.  Prior to its decision, the department shall conduct a public
hearing. The department shall not approve any such plan if the price for energy would
initially exceed the price of the standard offer, as established pursuant to Section 1B of
this chapter, for such citizens in the municipality or group of municipalities, unless the
applicant can demonstrate that the price for energy under the aggregation plan will be
lower than the standard offer in the subsequent years or the applicant can demonstrate
that such excess price is due to the purchase of renewable energy as described by the
Division of Energy Resources pursuant to Chapter 25A.

Participation by any retail customer in a municipal or group aggregation program shall be
voluntary.  If such aggregated entity is not fully operational on the retail access date, any
ratepayer to be automatically enrolled therein shall receive standard offer service unless
affirmatively electing not to do so.  Within 30 days of the date the aggregated entity is fully
operational, such ratepayers shall be transferred to the aggregated entity according to an
opt-out provision herein.  Following adoption of aggregation through the votes specified
above, such program shall allow any retail customer to opt-out and choose any supplier
or provider such retail customer wishes.  Once enrolled in the aggregated entity, any
ratepayer choosing to opt-out within 180 days shall do so without penalty and shall be
entitled to receive standard offer service as if he was originally enrolled therein.  Nothing in
this Section shall be construed as authorizing any city or town or any municipal retail load
aggregator to restrict the ability of retail electric customers to obtain or receive service
from any authorized provider thereof.

It shall be the duty of the aggregated entity to fully inform participating ratepayers in
advance of automatic enrollment that they are to be automatically enrolled and that they
have the right to opt-out of the aggregated entity without penalty.  In addition, such
disclosure shall prominently state all charges to be made and shall include full disclosure of
the standard offer rate, how to access it, and the fact that it is available to them without
penalty.  The Division of Energy Resources shall furnish, without charge, to any citizen a list
of all other supply options available to them in a meaningful format that shall enable
comparison of price and product.

(b) A municipality or group of municipalities establishing a load aggregation program pursuant
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to Subsection (a) may, by a vote of its town meeting or legislative body, whichever is
applicable, adopt an energy plan which shall define the manner in which the municipality or
municipalities may implement demand side management programs and renewable energy
programs that are consistent with any state energy conservation goals  developed
pursuant to Chapter 25A or Chapter 164.  After adoption of the energy plan by such
town meeting or other legislative body, the city or town clerk shall submit the plan to the
department to certify that it is consistent with any such state energy conservation goals.  If
the plan is certified by the department, the municipality or group of municipalities may
apply to the Massachusetts Technology Park Corporation for monies from the Massachu-
setts Renewable Energy Trust Fund, established pursuant to Subsection (a) of Chapter 40J,
and receive, and if approved, expend moneys from the demand side management
system benefit charges or line charges in an amount not to exceed that contributed by
retail customers within said municipality or group municipalities.  This will not prevent  said
municipality or municipalities from applying to the Massachusetts Technology Park Corpo-
ration for additional funds. If the department determines that the energy plan is not
consistent with any such state-wide goals, it shall inform the municipality or group of
municipalities within six months by written notice the reasons why it is not consistent with
any such state-wide goals. The municipality or group of municipalities may re-apply at
anytime with an amended version of the energy plan.

The municipality or group of municipalities shall not be prohibited from proposing for
certification an energy plan which is more specific, detailed, or comprehensive or which
covers additional subject areas than any such state-wide conservation goals.  This
subsection shall not prohibit a municipality or group of municipalities from considering,
adopting, enforcing, or in any other way administering an energy plan which does not
comply with any such state-wide conservation goals so long as it does not violate the laws
of the commonwealth.

The municipality or group of municipalities shall, within two years of approval of its plan or
such further time as the department may allow, provide written notice to the department
that its plan is implemented.  The department may revoke certification of the energy plan if
the municipality or group of municipalities fails to substantially implement the plan or if it is
determined by independent audit that the funds were misspent within the time allowed
under this subsection.

CONSUMER PROTECTION POLICIES

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Sec. 391: The Legislature finds and declares all of the following:

(a) Electricity is essential to the health, safety, and economic well-being of all California
consumers.

(b) The restructuring of the electricity industry will create a new electricity market with new
marketers and sellers offering new goods and services, many of which may not be readily
evaluated by the average consumer.

(c) It is important that these customers be protected from unfair marketing practices and that
market participants demonstrate their creditworthiness and technical expertise in order
to engage in power sales to these members of the public.
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(d) Larger commercial and industrial customers are sophisticated energy consumers that have
adequate civil remedies and are adequately protected by existing commercial law, as
demonstrated by the absence of significant amounts of contract litigation between
commercial and industrial natural gas users and natural gas marketers in California.

(e) It is important to create a market structure that will not unduly burden new entrants into
the competitive electric market, or California may not receive the full benefits of reduced
electricity costs through competition.

(f) It is appropriate to create a system of registration and consumer protection for the
electric industry, designed to ensure sufficient protection for residential and small com-
mercial consumers while simplifying entry into the market for responsible entities serving
larger, more sophisticated customers.

(g) It is the intent of the Legislature that:

(1) Electricity consumers be provided with sufficient and reliable information to be
able to compare and select among products and services provided in the
electricity market.

(2) Consumers be provided with mechanisms to protect themselves from marketing
practices that are unfair or abusive.

(3) Pursuant to the authority granted to the commission in this part as to registration
and consumer protection matters, the commission shall balance the need to
maximize competition by reducing barriers to entry into the small retail electricity
procurement market with the need to protect small consumers against
deceptive, unfair, or abusive business practices, or insolvency of the entity
offering retail electric service.

CONSUMER EDUCATION

Maine: Public Law 1997, ch 316 (May 29, 1997)

Sec. 35A § 3214: Bill Unbundling; Consumer Education

1. Unbundled bills. Beginning January 1, 1999, electric utilities shall issue bills that state the
current cost of electric capacity and energy separately from transmission and distribution
charges and other charges for electric service.  By January 31, 1998, each electric utility
shall file with the commission a bill unbundling proposal.  The commission shall complete its
review of those proposals and adopt a rule establishing unbundled bill requirements by
July 1, 1998.  Rules adopted under this subsection are routine technical rules pursuant to
Title 5, Chapter 375, subchapter II-A.

2. Consumer education advisory board; rules. The commission shall adopt rules implement-
ing a consumer education program in compliance with this subsection.

A. The commission shall immediately organize a consumer education advisory board
to investigate and recommend methods to educate the public about the
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implementation of retail access and its impact on consumers.  The commission
shall ensure broad representation of residential, industrial and commercial electric
consumers, public agencies and the electric industry on the advisory board.
Members of the board shall serve without compensation.

B. In its recommendations, the advisory board shall address:

(1) The level of funding necessary for adequate educational efforts and the
appropriate source of that funding;

(2) The aspects of retail access on which consumers need education;

(3) The most effective means of accomplishing the education of consumers;

(4) The appropriate entities to conduct the education effort; and

(5) Any other issue relevant to the education of consumers regarding the
implementation of retail access and its impact on consumers.

C. The commission shall consider the recommendations of the advisory board when
adopting rules to implement a consumer education program.  Rules adopted
under this subsection are major substantive rules pursuant to Title 5, Chapter 375,
subchapter II-A.  The commission shall provide these rules to the Legislature in
accordance with Title 5, Chapter 375, subchapter II-A, no later than
February 1, 1998.

Nevada: Assembly Bill 366, July 16, 1997.

Sec. 48

3. The commission, before the commencement of direct access to alternative sellers for an
electric service, shall carry out an educational program for customers to:

(a) Inform customers of the changes in the provision of electric service, including, but
not limited to, the availability of alternative sellers of electric service;

(b) Inform customers of the requirements relating to disclosures, explanations or sales
information for sellers of competitive services; and

(c) Provide assistance to customers in understanding and using the information to
make reasonably informed choices about which service to purchase and from
whom to purchase it.
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CONSUMER DISCLOSURES

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Sec. 394.5

(a) Except for an electrical corporation as defined in Section 218, or a local publicly owned
electric utility as defined in subdivision (d) of Section 9604 offering electrical service to
residential and small commercial customers within its service territory, each entity offering
electrical service to residential and small commercial customers shall, prior to the com-
mencement of service, provide the potential customer with a written notice of the
service describing the price, terms, and conditions of the service. The notices shall include
all of the following:

(1) A clear description of the price, terms, and conditions of service, including:

(A) The price of electricity expressed in a format which makes it possible for residen-
tial and small commercial customers to compare and select among similar
products and services on a standard basis. The commission shall adopt rules to
implement this subdivision.  The commission shall require disclosure of the total
price of electricity on a cents-per-kilowatthour  basis, including the costs of all
electric services and charges regulated by the commission.  The commission shall
also require estimates of the total monthly bill for the electric service at varying
consumption levels, including the costs of all electric services and charges
regulated by the commission.  In determining these rules, the commission may
consider alternatives to the cent-per-kilowatthour disclosure if other information
would provide the customer with sufficient information to compare among
alternatives on a standard basis.

(B) Separate disclosure of all recurring and nonrecurring charges associated
with the sale of electricity.

(C) If services other than electricity are offered, an itemization of the services
and the charge or charges associated with each.

(2) An explanation of the applicability and amount of the competition transition
charge, as determined pursuant to Sections 367 to 376, inclusive.

(3) A description of the potential customer�s right to rescind the contract without
fee or penalty as described in Section 395.

(4) An explanation of the customer�s financial obligations, as well as the procedures
regarding past due payments, discontinuance of service, billing disputes, and
service complaints.

(5) The entity�s registration number, if applicable.

(6) The right to change service providers upon written notice, including disclosure of
any fees or penalties assessed by the supplier for early termination of a contract.

(7) A description of the availability of low-income assistance programs for qualified
customers and how customers can apply for these programs.
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(b) The commission may assist registered entities in developing the notice.  The commission
may suggest inclusion of additional information it deems necessary for the consumer
protection purposes of this section.  On at least a semiannual basis, registered entities shall
provide the commission with a copy of the form of notice included in standard service
plans made available to residential and small commercial customers as described in
subdivision (a) of Section 392.1.

(c) Any entity offering electric services who declines to provide those services to a con-
sumer shall, upon request of the consumer, disclose to that consumer the reason for the
denial in writing within 30 days.  At the time service is denied, the entity shall disclose to
the consumer his or her right to make such a request.  Consumers shall have at least 30
days from the date service is denied to make such a request.

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 1F

(5)(i) Before service is initiated by a generation company, aggregator, or supplier to any
customer, the generation company, aggregator, or supplier shall disclose informa-
tion on rates and other information to a customer in a written statement which the
customer may retain.  The department shall promulgate rules and regulations
prescribing the form, content, and distribution of such information to be dis-
closed, which shall include, but not be limited to, the following:  the disclosure of
the rate to be charged; whether the generation company or supplier operates
under collective bargaining agreements and whether such generation company or
supplier operates with employees hired as replacements during the course of a
labor dispute; any charges, fees, penalties, or other conditions imposed upon a
customer should he or she choose to purchase power from another generation
company, aggregator, or supplier during the term specified in the contract; the
fuel mix and emissions of the generation sources; whether a credit agency will be
contacted; deposit requirements and the interest paid on deposits; due date of
bills and all consequences of late payment; consumer rights where a bill is
estimated; consumer rights of third-party billing and like arrangements; consumer
rights to deferred payment arrangements; low-income rates; limits, if any, on
warranty and damages; the applicable provisions of this section; the provisions
for default service; a toll-free telephone number for service complaints; any other
fees, charges, or penalties; and the methods by which a consumer shall be
notified of any changes to any of these items.  A generation company, a supplier,
or an aggregator licensed by the department to do business in the common-
wealth pursuant to this section shall prepare an information booklet describing a
customer�s rights under the provisions of this chapter.  Such company, supplier, or
aggregator shall annually mail this booklet to its customers.

(ii) A generation company, an aggregator, or a supplier shall be allowed to advertise
the percentage of its power or energy portfolio that is generated by employers
that operate under collective bargaining agreements or that operate with
employees hired as replacements during the course of a labor dispute or that
connotes or signifies to the ratepayer the relative environmentally beneficial
effects of the power or energy sold by said generation company, an aggregator,
or a supplier pursuant to rules and regulations promulgated by the department.
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(iii) In addition to the disclosure requirements provided for in Subparagraphs (i) and (ii), the
department shall promulgate such rules and regulations prescribing information to be
disclosed by a generation company in any advertising or marketing of electricity rates,
which regulations shall include, but not be limited to, disclosure of the rate to be charged in
bold print in the case of print advertisements or through clear spoken language in the case
of television or radio advertisements and on any monthly billing materials.  The department
shall coordinate with the attorney general to avoid duplication and to ensure consistency
with the attorney general�s regulations.

(6) The department shall promulgate uniform labeling regulations which shall be applicable to
all suppliers as a condition of licensure pursuant to paragraph (1).  Such information to be
required by regulation in said labeling shall include price data, information on price variabil-
ity, and customer service information and information about whether the generation
company or supplier operates under collective bargaining agreements and whether such
generation company or supplier operates with employees hired as replacements during
the course of a labor dispute, fuel sources, and air emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
dioxides, carbon dioxide, heavy metals, and any other emission which the department
may determine causes significant health or environmental impact and for which sufficiently
accurate and reliable data is available.  The department shall require that such an electricity
information label provide prospective and existing customers with adequate information
by which to readily evaluate power supply options available in the market.  Electricity
suppliers shall be required to present such information, including information about the
environmental characteristics of the sale of electric power products and services and
whether the generation company or supplier operates under collective bargaining
agreements and whether such generation company or supplier operates with employees
hired as replacements during the course of a labor dispute to customers, in conformance
with department requirements as to form and substance, and shall comply with federal
and state laws governing unfair advertising and labeling.

CONSUMER COMPLAINTS

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Sec. 392.1

(a) The commission shall compile and regularly update the following information:  names and
contact numbers of registered providers, information to assist consumers in making
service choices, and the number of customer complaints against specific providers in
relation to the number of customers served by those providers and the disposition of
those complaints.  To facilitate this function, registered entities shall file with the commission
information describing the terms and conditions of any standard service plan made
available to residential and small commercial customers.  The commission shall adopt a
standard format for this filing.  The commission shall maintain and make generally available a
list of entities offering electrical services operating in California.  This list shall include all
registered providers and those providers not required to be registered who request the
commission to be included in the list.  The commission shall, upon request, make this
information available at no charge.  Notwithstanding any other provision of law, public
agencies which are registered entities shall be required to disclose their terms and
conditions of service contracts only to the same extent that other registered entities
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would be required to disclose the same or similar service contracts.

(b) The commission shall issue public alerts about companies attempting to provide electric
service in the state in an unauthorized or fraudulent manner as defined in subdivision (b) of
Section 394.25.

(c) The commission shall direct the Office of Ratepayer Advocates to collect and analyze
information provided pursuant to subdivision (a) for purposes of preparing easily under-
standable informational guides or other tools to help residential and small commercial
customers understand how to evaluate competing electric service options.  In imple-
menting these provisions, the commission shall direct the Office of Ratepayer Advocates
to pay special attention to ensuring that customers, especially those with limited-English-
speaking ability or other disadvantages when dealing with marketers, receive correct,
reliable, and easily understood information to help them make informed choices.  The
Office of Ratepayer Advocates shall not make specific recommendations or rank the
relative attractiveness of specific service offerings of registered providers of electric
services.

LICENSING:

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Sec. 394.25

(a) The commission may enforce the provisions of Sections 2102, 2103, 2104, 2105, 2107,
2108, and 2114 against registered entities as if those entities were public utilities as
defined in these code sections.  Notwithstanding the above, nothing in this section shall
grant the commission jurisdiction to regulate registered entities other than as specifically
set forth in this part.  Registered entities shall continue to be subject to the provisions of
Sections 2111 and 2112.  Upon a finding by the commission�s executive director that
there is evidence to support a finding that the entity has committed an act constituting
grounds for suspension or revocation of registration as set forth in subdivision (b) of
Section 394.25, the commission shall notify the entity in writing and notice an expedited
hearing on the suspension or revocation of the entity�s registration to be held within 30
days of the notification to the entity of the executive director�s finding of evidence to
support suspension or revocation of registration.  The commission shall, within 45 days
after holding the hearing, issue a decision on the suspension or revocation of registration,
which shall be based on findings of fact and conclusions of law based on the evidence
presented at the hearing.  The decision shall include the findings of fact and the conclusions
of law relied upon.

(b) A registered entity may have its registration suspended or revoked, immediately or
prospectively, in whole or in part, for any of the following acts:

(1) Making material misrepresentations in the course of soliciting customers, entering
into service agreements with those customers, or administering those service
agreements.

(2) Dishonesty, fraud, or deceit with the intent to substantially benefit the registered
entity or its employees, agents, or representatives, or to disadvantage retail
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electric customers.

(3) Where the commission finds that there is evidence that the entity is not financially
or operationally capable of providing the offered electric service.

(c) Pursuant to its authority to revoke or suspend registration, the commission may suspend a
registration for a specified period or revoke the registration, or in lieu of suspension or
revocation, impose a moratorium on adding or soliciting additional customers.

Any suspension or revocation of a registration shall require the entity to cease serving
customers within the boundaries of investor-owned electric corporations, and the
affected customers shall be served by the electrical corporation until such time as they
may select service from another service provider.  Customers shall not be liable for the
payment of any early termination fees or other penalties to any entity under the service
agreement in the event the serving electric service provider�s registration is suspended or
revoked.

Maine Public Law 1997, ch 316 (May 29, 1997)

Sec. 35A § 3203: Licensing of competitive electricity providers;
consumer protections; enforcement

1. Authority. In order to provide effective competition in the market for the generation and
sale of electricity in the State and to provide an orderly transition from the current form of
regulation to retail access, the commission shall license competitive electricity providers in
accordance with this section.

2. Requirements. A competitive electricity provider may not undertake the sale of electricity
at retail in this State without first receiving a license from the commission.  Before approving
a license application, the commission must receive from the applicant:

A. Evidence of financial capability sufficient to refund deposits to retail customers in
the case of bankruptcy or nonperformance or for any other reason;

B. Evidence of the ability to enter into binding interconnection arrangements with
transmission and distribution utilities;

C. Disclosure of all pending legal actions and customer complaints filed against the
competitive electricity provider at a regulatory body other than the commission
in the 12 months prior to the date of license application;

D. Evidence of the ability to satisfy the renewable resource portfolio requirement
established under Section 3210; and

E. Disclosure of the names and corporate addresses of all affiliates of the applicant.

The commission shall consider the need for requiring and, if it determines there is a need,
may require a competitive electricity provider to file a bond with the commission as
evidence of financial ability to withstand market disturbances or other events that may
increase the cost of providing service or to provide for uninterrupted service to its
customers if a competitive electricity provider stops service.
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3. Informational filings; public information. The commission shall establish by rule information
disclosure and filing requirements for competitive electricity providers.  The rules must
require generation providers to file their generally available rates, terms and conditions
with the commission.  The commission, subject to appropriate protective orders, may
require the submission of individual service contracts or any other confidential information
from a competitive electricity provider.

The commission by rule shall establish standards for publishing and disseminating, through
any means considered appropriate, information that enhances consumers� ability to
effectively make choices in a competitive electricity market.

Rules adopted under this subsection are major substantive rules as defined in Title 5,
Chapter 375, subchapter II-A and must be provisionally adopted by March 1, 1999.

4. Standard consumer protection provisions. As a condition of licensing, a competitive
electricity provider that provides or proposes to provide generation service to a
customer, wherever located, with a demand of 100 kilowatts or less:

A. May not terminate generation service without at least 30 day prior notice to the
customer;

B. Must offer service to the customer for a minimum period of 30 days;

C. Must allow the customer to rescind selection of the competitive electricity
provider orally or in writing within 5 days of initial selection;

D. May not telemarket services to the customer if the customer has filed with the
commission a written request not to receive telemarketing from competitive
electricity providers;

E. Must provide to the customer within 30 days of contracting for retail service a
disclosure of information provided to the commission pursuant to rules adopted
under Subsection 3 in a standard written format established by the commission;
and

F. Must comply with any other provisions adopted by the commission by rule or
order.

5. Licensing renewals and revocations. Consistent with all applicable requirements of Title 5,
Chapter 375, the commission may limit the duration and effectiveness of a license to a
specified term, may conduct proceedings for the renewal of licenses and may conduct
proceedings for the revocation of a license when a requirement of this section has not
been complied with by a competitive electricity provider.  The commission shall adopt
rules governing the procedures for issuing or revoking a license under this section and
related matters.

6. Consumer protection standards; rules. The commission shall establish by rule consumer
protection standards and standards to protect and promote market competition in
order to protect retail consumers of electricity from fraud and other unfair and deceptive
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business practices.

7. Penalties. In an adjudicatory proceeding, the commission may impose a penalty of up to
$5,000 for each violation of this section or any consumer protection rule adopted under
this section.  Each day a violation continues constitutes a separate offense.  Penalties
collected by the commission under this section must be deposited in the Public Utilities
Commission Reimbursement Fund under Section 117.

8. Dispute resolution. The commission shall resolve disputes between competitive electricity
providers and retail consumers of electricity concerning standards established pursuant to
Subsection 6.

9. Additional actions. The commission may impose by rule any additional requirements
necessary to carry out the purposes of this chapter, except that this section may not be
construed to permit the commission to regulate the rates of any competitive electricity
provider.

10. Cease and desist orders. The commission may issue a cease and desist order:

A. Following an adjudicatory hearing held in conformance with Title 5, Chapter 375,
subchapter IV, if the commission finds that any competitive electricity provider or
transmission and distribution utility has engaged or is engaging in any act or
practice in violation of any law or rule administered or enforced by the commis-
sion or any lawful order issued by the commission.  A cease and desist order is
effective when issued unless the order specifies a later effective date or is stayed
pursuant to Title 5, Section 11004; or

B. In an emergency, without hearing or notice, if the commission receives a written,
verified complaint or affidavit showing that a competitive electricity provider or a
transmission and distribution utility is selling electricity to retail consumers without
being duly licensed or is engaging in conduct that creates an immediate danger to
the public safety or is reasonably expected to cause significant, imminent and
irreparable public injury.  An emergency cease and desist order is effective
immediately and continues in force and effect until further order of the commis-
sion or until stayed by a court of competent jurisdiction.  In a subsequent hearing
the commission shall in a final order affirm, modify or set aside the emergency
cease and desist order and may employ simultaneously or separately any other
enforcement or penalty provisions available to the commission.

11. Restitution. The commission may order restitution for any party injured by a violation for
which a penalty may be assessed pursuant to this section.

12. Enforcement. The commission through its own counsel or through the Attorney General may
apply to the Superior Court of any county of the State to enforce any lawful order made or
action taken by the commission pursuant to this section.  The court may issue such orders,
preliminary or final, as it considers proper under the facts established before it.

13. Notice to Attorney General. If the commission has reason to believe that any competitive
electricity provider or transmission and distribution utility has violated any provision of law
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for which criminal prosecution is provided and would be in order or any antitrust law of
this State or the United States, the commission shall notify the Attorney General.  The
Attorney General shall promptly institute any actions or proceedings the Attorney General
considers appropriate.

14. Disconnection restricted. A transmission and distribution utility may not disconnect service
to a consumer due to nonpayment of generation charges or any other dispute with a
competitive electricity provider, except that the commission may permit disconnection
of electric service to consumers of electricity based on nonpayment of charges for
standard-offer service provided under Section 3212.

15. Standard billing. The commission shall consider requiring standard billing information on bills
for electric power service.  If standard billing information is required, the commission shall
investigate the possibility of adopting standards consistent with other New England states.
The commission may not prohibit transmission and distribution utilities from contracting
with generation service providers to include both entities� charges on a single bill.  The
commission may not preclude the inclusion of other information on bills for electric power
service.

16. Access to load data. Upon request from a competitive electricity provider, the commis-
sion shall provide load data on a class basis that is in the possession of a transmission and
distribution utility, subject to reasonable protective orders to protect confidentiality, if
considered necessary by the commission.

17. Rules. Except as otherwise provided in this section, rules adopted pursuant to this section
are routine technical rules as defined by Title 5, Chapter 375, subchapter II-A.

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 1F

The department shall promulgate rules and regulations to provide retail customers with the utmost
consumer protections contained in law, including, but not limited to, the following provisions:

(1) The department shall license to do business in the commonwealth all generation compa-
nies, aggregators, suppliers, energy marketers, and energy brokers in accordance with the
provisions of Subparagraphs (i), (ii), and (iii). The department shall maintain a list of all
licensed generation companies, aggregators, energy brokers, energy marketers, and
suppliers, which shall be available to any consumer requesting such information through the
department for a reasonable fee.

(i) All generation companies shall submit a license application to the department for
approval to sell electric power or provide generation services within the
commonwealth.  Such application shall include the following:  the company�s
technical ability, as defined pursuant to regulations promulgated by the depart-
ment, to generate or otherwise obtain and deliver electricity and provide any
other proposed services; documentation of financial capability of the applicant
to provide the proposed services; a description of the company�s form of
ownership; and documentation regarding any valid purchase power contracts
between the company, the company�s affiliates, or the company�s parent or
subsidiary, and any electric company formed pursuant to the provisions of this
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chapter.  A license shall not be granted unless and until all of the above information
is provided with the payment of a fee, the amount to be determined by the
department.

(ii) All private, non-profit, or co-operative aggregators established pursuant to
Sections 135 and 136 seeking to do business in the commonwealth shall submit a
license application to the department, subject to rules and regulations promul-
gated by the department and subject to the payment of a fee, the amount to be
determined by the department.

(iii) All energy brokers, energy marketers, and other suppliers seeking to do business
in the commonwealth shall submit a license application to the department,
subject to rules and regulations promulgated by the department and subject to
the payment of a fee, the amount to be determined by the department.

Montana Senate Bill 390, Amending Title 69, Montana Code Annotated
(Eff. May 2, 1997)

25-8-404.  Licensing.

(1) Except as provided in 69-8-311, an electricity supplier shall file an application with and
obtain a license from the commission before offering electricity for sale to retail customers
in the state of Montana.

(2) As a condition of licensing, an electricity supplier shall identify and describe its activities
and purposes and the purposes of each of the electricity supplier�s affiliates, if any,
including whether an affiliate that owns or operates distribution facilities offers customer
choice through open, fair, and nondiscriminatory access to the electricity supplier�s or the
electricity supplier�s affiliates distribution facilities.

(3) The commission may require electricity suppliers that provide electricity supply service to
small customers to make a standard service offer that ensures that those customers have
access to affordable electricity.

(4) The commission may require:

(a) proof of financial integrity and a demonstration of adequate reserve margins or
the ability to obtain those reserves; and

(b) a licensee to post a bond should an electricity supplier fail to supply electricity or
lack financial integrity.

(5) An electricity supplier shall provide the commission and all distribution services providers
with copies of all license applications pursuant to Subsection (2). Licensees shall update
information and file annual reports with the commission and all distribution services
providers.

(6) License applications are effective 30 days after filing with the commission unless the
commission rejects the application during that period. If the commission rejects a license
application, the commission shall specify the reasons in writing and, if practical, identify
alternative ways to overcome deficiencies.
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(7) Notwithstanding this chapter, a cooperative utility is not required to apply for a license
from the commission to be an electricity supplier to customers served by that coopera-
tive utility in its electric facilities service territory or to any customers served by another
cooperative utility subject to the consent of the other cooperative utility�s local governing
body.

69-8-408.  Penalties � license revocation.

(1) The commission may begin a proceeding to revoke or suspend a license of an electricity
supplier, impose a penalty, or both, for just cause on the commission�s own investigation
or upon the complaint of an affected party if it is established that the electricity supplier:

(a) intentionally provided false information to the commission;

(b) switched, or caused to be switched, the electricity supply for a customer
without first obtaining the customers written permission;

(c) failed to provide a reasonably adequate supply of electricity for its customers
in Montana; or

(d) committed fraud or engaged in deceptive practices.

(2) Any person selling or offering to sell electricity in this state in violation of 69-8-404, 69-8-
410, and this section is subject to a fine of not less than $100 or more than $1,000 for the
violation or a license revocation or suspension. Each day of each violation constitutes a
separate violation.

(3) The fine must be recovered in a civil action upon the complaint by the commission in any
court of competent jurisdiction.

(4) A license revocation proceeding under this section is a contested case proceeding
pursuant to the Montana Administrative Procedure Act, Title 2, Chapter 4, part 6.

LOW INCOME PROGRAMS

Maine: Public Law 1997, ch 316 (May 29, 1997)

35A § 3214.  Needs-Based Low-income Assistance

1. Policy. In order to meet legitimate needs of electricity consumers who are unable to pay
their electricity bills in full and who satisfy eligibility criteria for assistance, and recognizing
that electricity is a basic necessity to which all residents of the State should have access, it
is the policy of the State to ensure adequate provision of financial assistance.

2. Low-income assistance. In order to continue existing levels of financial assistance for low-
income households and to meet future increases in need caused by economic exigen-
cies, the commission shall:

A. Receive funds collected by all transmission and distribution utilities in the State at a
rate set by the commission in periodic rate cases; and
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B. Set initial funding for programs based on an assessment of aggregate customer
need in periodic rate cases.  The funding formula may not result in assistance being
counted as income or as a resource in other means-tested assistance programs
for low-income households.  To the extent possible, assistance must be provided
in a manner most likely to prevent the loss of other federal assistance.

3. Special rate. Nothing in this section may be construed to prohibit a transmission and
distribution utility from offering any special rate or program for low-income customers that
is not in effect as of the effective date of this chapter, subject to the approval of the
commission.

4. Financial support. If the Legislature appropriates from the General Fund financial support
for households and individuals receiving assistance under this section, the commission may
not terminate the assistance provided by transmission and distribution utilities unless the
General Fund source has completely replaced such assistance.  The commission may
adjust the assistance provided pursuant to this section based on the amount of any
financial support from the General Fund and may reinstitute assistance subsequent to any
termination of assistance if the commission finds that the General Fund source no longer
completely replaces such assistance.

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 1F

(4)(i) The department shall require that distribution companies provide discounted rates for
low income customers comparable to the low-income discount rate in effect prior to
March 1, 1998.  Said discount shall be in addition to any reduction in rates that becomes
effective pursuant to said Subsection (b) of said Section 1B on March 1, 1998, and to any
subsequent rate reductions provided by a distribution company after said date pursuant
to said subsection.  The cost of such discounts shall be included in the rates charged to all
other customers of a distribution company.  Each distribution company shall guarantee
payment to the generation supplier for all power sold to low-income customers at said
discounted rates.  Eligibility for the discount rates established herein shall be established
upon verification of a low-income customer�s receipt of any means tested public benefit,
or verification of eligibility for the low-income home energy assistance program, or its
successor program, for which eligibility does not exceed 175 per cent of the federal
poverty level based on a household�s gross income.  Said public benefits may include,
but are not limited to, assistance which provides cash, housing, food, or medical care,
including, but not limited to, transitional assistance for needy families, supplemental security
income, emergency assistance to elders, disabled, and children, food stamps, public
housing, federally-subsidized or state-subsidized housing, the low-income home energy
assistance program, veterans� benefits, and similar benefits.  The Division of Energy
Resources shall make available to distribution companies the eligibility guidelines for said
public benefit programs.  Each distribution company shall conduct substantial outreach
efforts to make said low-income discount available to eligible customers and shall report
to said division, at least annually, as to its outreach activities and results. Outreach may
include establishing an automated program of matching customer accounts with lists of
recipients of said means tested public benefit programs and based on the results of said
matching program, to presumptively offer a low-income discount rate to eligible custom-
ers so identified; provided, however, that the distribution company, within 60 days of said
presumptive enrollment, informs any such low-income customer of said presumptive
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enrollment and all rights and obligations of a customer under said program, including the
right to withdraw from said program without penalty.

Not later than March 1, 1999 the department shall conduct an investigation and report to
the joint committee on government regulations regarding the cost and benefits of
expanding eligibility for the discount rates established in clause (i) of Subparagraph (4) of
the first paragraph of Section 1F to any low-income customer who is eligible for any
means tested public benefit for which eligibility does not exceed 175 per cent of the
federal poverty level based on gross household income.  The department shall further
provide to said committee any legislative recommendations necessary to implement this
section.

(ii) Prior to the termination of the seven year period of the standard service transition rate,
the department shall, in consultation with said division, evaluate the effects of electricity
restructuring on the affordability of electric power for low-income customers.  The
department shall make recommendations to the general court relative to the continuation
of the low-income discount rate authorized pursuant to this subsection or to make
modifications thereto.  The department shall, in its recommendations, consider whether
or not to modify said discount by establishing a sliding scale low-income discount
program.

(iii) A residential customer eligible for low-income discount rates shall receive the service on
demand and may return to standard offer service at any time including from default
service.  Each distribution company shall periodically notify all customers of the availability
of and method of obtaining low-income discount rates and standard offer service.  An
existing residential customer eligible for low-income discount on the date of start of retail
access who orders service for the first time from a distribution company shall be offered
standard offer service by that distribution company.  A residential customer eligible for
low-income discount receiving standard offer service shall be allowed to retain standard
offer service upon moving within the service territory of a distribution company.

(iv) There shall be no charge to any residential customer for initiating or terminating low-
income discount rates, default service, or standard offer service when said initiation or
termination request is made after a regular meter reading has occurred and the customer
is in receipt of the results of said reading.  A distribution company may impose a reason-
able charge, as set by the department through regulation, for initiating or terminating low-
income discount rates, default service, or standard offer service when a customer does
not make such an initiation or termination request upon the receipt of said results and prior
to the receipt of the next regularly scheduled meter reading.  For purposes of this
subsection, there shall be a regular meter reading conducted of every residential account
no less often than once every two months.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, there shall be
no charge when the initiation or termination is involuntary on the part of the customer.

Montana Senate Bill 390, Amending Title 69, Montana Code Annotated
(Eff. May 2, 1997)
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28) �Universal system benefits programs� means public purpose programs for:

(a) cost-effective local energy conservation;

(b) low-income customer weatherization;

(c) renewable resource projects and applications, including those that capture
unique social and energy system benefits or provide transmission and distribution
system benefits;

(d) research and development programs related to energy conservation and
renewables;

(e) market transformation designed to encourage competitive markets for public
purpose programs; and

(f) low-income energy assistance.

69-8-402.  Universal system benefits programs.

(1) Universal system benefits programs are established for the state of Montana to ensure
continued funding of and new expenditures for energy conservation, renewable resource
projects and applications, and low-income energy assistance during the transition period
and into the future.

(2) Beginning January 1, 1999, 2.4% of each utility�s annual retail sales revenue in Montana for
the calendar year ending December 31, 1995, is established as the annual funding level for
universal system benefits programs. Unless modified as provided in Subsection (7), this
funding level remains in effect until July 1, 2003.

(a) The recovery of all universal system benefits programs costs imposed pursuant to
this section is authorized through the imposition of a universal system benefits
charge assessed at the meter for each local utility system customer as provided in
this section.

(b) Utilities must receive credit toward annual funding requirements for a utility�s
internal programs or activities that qualify as universal system benefits programs,
including those portions of expenditures for the purchase of power that are for
the acquisition or support of renewable energy, conservation-related activities,
or low-income energy assistance, and for customers� programs or activities as
provided in Subsection (7).

(c) A utility at which the sale of power for final end-use occurs is the utility that
receives credit for the universal system benefits program expenditure.

(d) For a utility to receive credit for low-income related expenditures, the activity
must have taken place in Montana.

(e) If a utility�s or a customer�s credit for internal activities does not satisfy the annual
funding provisions of Subsection (2), then the utility shall make a payment to the
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universal system benefits fund for any difference.

(3) Cooperative utilities may collectively pool their statewide credits to satisfy their annual
funding requirements for universal system benefits programs and low-income energy
assistance.

(4) A utility�s transition plan must describe how the utility proposes to provide for universal
system benefits programs, including the methodologies, such as cost-effectiveness and
need determination, used to measure the utility�s level of contribution to each program.

(5) A utility�s minimum annual funding requirement for low-income energy and weatherization
assistance is established at 17% of the utility�s annual universal system benefits funding level
and is inclusive within the overall universal system benefits funding level.

(a) A utility must receive credit toward the utility�s low-income energy assistance
annual funding requirement for the utility�s internal low-income energy assistance
programs or activities.

(b) If a utility�s credit for internal activities does not satisfy its annual funding require-
ment, then the utility shall make a payment for any difference to the universal
energy assistance fund.

(6) An individual customer may not bear a disproportionate share of the local utility�s funding
requirements, and a sliding scale must be implemented to provide a more equitable
distribution of program costs.

(7) (a) A customer with loads greater than 1,000 kilowatts shall:

(i) pay a universal system benefits program charge equal to the lesser of:

(A) $500,000 less the customer credits provided for in this
Subsection (7); or

(B) the product of 0.9 mills per kilowatt hour multiplied by the
customer�s kilowatt hour purchases, less customer credits
provided for in this Subsection (7);

(ii) receive credit toward that customer�s annual universal system benefits
charge for internal expenditures and activities that qualify as a universal
system benefits program expenditure and these internal expenditures
must include but not be limited to:

(A) expenditures that result in a reduction in the consumption of
electrical energy in the customer�s facility; and

(B) those portions of expenditures for the purchase of power at
retail or wholesale that are for the acquisition or support of
renewable energy or conservation-related activities.

(b) Customers making these expenditures must receive a credit against the customer�s annual
universal system benefits charge, except that any of those amounts expended in a
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calendar year that exceed that customer�s universal system benefits charge for the
calendar year must be used as a credit against those charges in future years until the total
amount of those expenditures has been credited against that customer�s universal system
benefits charges.

PERFORMANCE-BASED REGULATION AND SERVICE QUALITY

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 1E

(a) The department is hereby authorized to promulgate rules and regulations to establish and
require performance based rates for each distribution, transmission, and gas company
organized and doing business in the commonwealth pursuant to the provisions of this
chapter.  In promulgating such performance based rate schemes, the department shall
establish service quality standards each distribution, transmission, and gas company,
including, but not limited to, standards for customer satisfaction service outages, distribu-
tion facility upgrades, repairs and maintenance, telephone service, billing service, and
public safety provided, however, that such service quality standards shall include bench-
marks for employee staff levels and employee training programs for each such distribution,
transmission, and gas company.

(b) In complying with the service quality standards and employee benchmarks established
pursuant to this section, a distribution, transmission, or gas company that makes a perfor-
mance based rating filing after the effective date of this act shall not be allowed to engage
in labor displacement or reductions below staffing levels in existence on November 1,
1997, unless such are part of a collective bargaining agreement or agreements between
such company and the applicable organization or organizations representing such
workers, or with the approval of the department following an evidentiary hearing at which
the burden shall be upon the company to demonstrate that such staffing reductions shall
not adversely disrupt service quality standards as established by the department herein.
Nothing in this paragraph shall prevent reduction of forces below the November 1, 1997
level through early retirement and severances negotiated with labor organizations before
said date.

(c) Each distribution, transmission, and gas company shall file a report with the department by
March first of each year comparing its performance during the previous calendar year to
the department�s service quality standards and any applicable national standards as may
be adopted by the department.  The department shall be authorized to levy a penalty
against any distribution, transmission, or gas company which fails to meet the service
quality standards in an amount up to and including the equivalent of 2 per cent of such
company�s transmission and distribution service revenues for the previous calendar year.

(d) The department is authorized and directed to promulgate regulations relative to an
alternative dispute resolution process for the handling of damage claims by customers in
an amount under $100.  The department shall establish a 60 day timeline for the resolution
of all mediation claims.  The department shall issue a biannual report to the house and
senate clerks and the joint committee on government regulations which shall include, but
not be limited to, the following information:  nature of consumer claims, number of
consumer claims and resolutions of consumer claims reviewed by the department during
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the previous six months.  Said report shall be available for public review at the depart-
ment.

SLAMMING

California Senate Bill 477 (Stats. 1997, ch. 275).

Section 366.5 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to read:

(a) No change in the aggregator or supplier of electric power for any small commercial
customer may be made until one of the following means of confirming the change has
been completed.

(1) Independent third-party telephone verification.

(2) Receipt of a written confirmation received in the mail from the consumer after the
consumer has received an information package confirming the agreement.

(3) The customer signs a document fully explaining the nature and effect of the change
in service.

(4) The customer�s consent is obtained through electronic means, including but not
limited to, computer transactions.

(b) No change in the aggregator or provider of electric power for any residential customer
may be made until the change has been confirmed by an independent third-party
verification company, as follows:

(1) The third-party verification company shall meet each of the following criteria:

(A) Be independent from the entity that seeks to provide the new service.

(B) Not be directly or indirectly managed, controlled, or directed, or
owned wholly or in part, by an entity that seeks to provide the new
service or by any corporation, firm, or person who directly or indirectly
manages, controls, or directs, or owns more than 5 percent of the entity.

(C) Operate from facilities physically separate from those of the entity that
seeks to provide the new service.

(D) Not derive commission or compensation based upon the number of
sales confirmed.

(2) The entity seeking to verify the sale shall do so by connecting the resident by
telephone to the third-party verification company or by arranging for the third-
party verification company to call the customer to confirm the sale.

(3) The third-party verification company shall obtain the customer� s oral confirmation
regarding the change, and shall record that confirmation by obtaining appropriate
verification data.  The record shall be available to the customer upon request.
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Information obtained from the customer through confirmation shall not be used
for marketing purposes.  Any unauthorized release of this information is grounds
for a civil suit by the aggrieved resident against the entity or its employees who
are responsible for the violation.

(4) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), an aggregator or provider of electric
power shall not be required to comply with these provisions when the customer
directly calls an aggregator or provider of electric power to change service
providers.  However, an aggregator or provider of electric power shall not avoid
the verification requirements by asking a customer to contact an aggregator or
provider of electric power directly to make any change in the service provider.

(c) Any aggregator or provider of electric power offering electricity service to residential and
small commercial customers that violates the verification procedures described in this
section shall be liable to the aggregator or provider of electric power offering electricity
services previously selected by the customer in an amount equal to all charges paid by
the customer after the violation.

(d) A change in provider of electric power by an aggregator is not a change in provider of
electric power for purposes of this section.

(e) Public agencies are exempt from this section to the extent they are serving customers
within their jurisdiction.

(f) An electrical corporation is exempt from this section for customers which default to the
service of the electrical corporation.

Massachusetts: Chapter 164 of the Acts of 1997, eff. November 25, 1997.

Section 1F.

(8)(a)

Each customer choosing a generation company or its affiliate, subsidiary, or parent company, or a
supplier or aggregator shall be required to affirmatively choose such entity.  It shall be unlawful for a
generation company, supplier, or aggregator to provide power or other services to such a cus-
tomer without first obtaining said affirmative choice from the customer.  For the purposes of this
section, the term �affirmative choice� shall mean the signing of a letter of authorization, third party
verification,  or the completion of a toll-free call made by the customer to an independent third
party operating in a location physically separate from the telemarketing representative who has
obtained the customer�s initial oral authorization to change to a new electricity provider.  For the
purposes of this section, the term �third party verification� shall mean an appropriately qualified and
independent third party operating in a location physically separate from the telemarketing represen-
tative who has obtained the customer�s oral authorization to change to a new electricity service
provider, such authorization to include appropriate verification data, such as the customer�s date of
birth and social security number; provided, however, any such information or data in the possession
of the third party verifier or the marketing company shall not be used, in any instance, for commer-
cial or other marketing purposes, and shall not be sold, delivered, or shared with any other party for
such purposes.  Such authorization shall include appropriate verification data, such as the
customer�s date of birth and social security number; provided, however, any information or data in
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possession of the independent third party verifier or the marketing company shall not be used, in
any instance, for commercial or other marketing purposes, and shall not be sold, delivered, or
shared with any other party for such purposes.

For the purposes of this section, the term �letter of authorization� shall mean,

(i) a separate document, an easily separable document containing only the authoriz-
ing language described in paragraph (d), whose sole purpose is to authorize a
generation company, aggregator, or supplier to initiate a primary generation
company, aggregator, or supplier change.  The letter of authorization must be
signed and dated by the consumer requesting the primary generation company,
aggregator, or supplier change.

(ii) The letter of authorization shall not be combined with inducements of any kind on
the same document.

(iii) At a minimum, the letter of authorization must be printed with a readable type of
sufficient size to be clearly legible and must contain clear and unambiguous
language that confirms:

(1) The consumer�s billing name and address;

(2) The decision to change electricity service from the current generation
company, aggregator, or supplier to the prospective generation
company, aggregator or supplier;

(3) That the consumer understands that only one generation company,
aggregator, or supplier may be designated as the consumer�s electric
company; and

(4) That the consumer understands that any primary generation company,
aggregator, or supplier selection the consumer chooses may involve a
charge to the consumer for changing the consumer�s primary generation
company, aggregator, or supplier.

(iv) Letters of authorization shall not suggest or require that a consumer take some
action in order to retain the consumer�s current generation company, aggregator,
or supplier.

(v) If any portion of a letter of authorization is translated into another language, then all
portions of the letter of authorization must be translated into that language.

Each customer choosing a generation company or its affiliate, subsidiary, or parent company, a
supplier or aggregator shall have the right to rescind, without charge or penalty, his or her choice of
generation company, aggregator, or supplier no later than midnight on the third day following the
customer�s receipt of a written confirmation of an agreement to purchase electricity.  Upon the
switching of a customer�s service provider, there shall be included in the customer�s first bill an
acknowledgment to be completed by the customer agreeing to the service switch.  Such bill shall
also include all information mandated under clause (i) of Subparagraph (5).
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Each customer choosing a generation company or its affiliate subsidiary, or parent
company, a supplier or aggregator shall have the right to rescind, without charge or
penalty, the choice of generation company, aggregator, or supplier no later than midnight
on the third day following the customer�s receipt of a written confirmation of an agree-
ment to purchase electricity and a statement of the terms and conditions of service as
described in Subsection (5)(i).  Upon switching of a customer�s service provider, there
shall be included in the customer�s bill for distribution service an acknowledgment of the
service switch, along with information on how to file a complaint regarding an unauthorized
switch.

(b) A customer may initiate a complaint that his retail electricity service has been switched by
or to another service provider without his prior authorization.  Said complainant shall file
the complaint with the department within 30 days after the statement date of the notice
indicating that the customer�s retail electricity service has been switched.  The depart-
ment shall, within 10 business days of receiving the complaint, request from the customer
a copy of the customer�s electricity bill, the name of the original service provider, the
name of the new service provider, and any other information the department may deem
relevant.  The customer shall, within 15 business days of the department�s notifying the
customer, submit to the department the requested information.  Within 15 business days
of receiving the request of information from the customer, the department shall send

(i) to the customer, a letter acknowledging receipt of the information;

(ii) to the original service provider, a letter informing it of the pending complaint and
requesting it to provide information relevant to the service switch; and

(iii) to the new service provider, a letter informing it of the pending complaint,
requesting the proof of the customer�s affirmative choice to switch his service
provider, and requesting it to provide other information the department deems
relevant.  The original service provider and the new service provider shall, within
five business days of the department�s request, return the requested information
to the department.  Within 25 business days after receiving a copy of the
customer�s third party verification and all relevant information as required herein,
the department shall determine if the customer authorized the new service
provider to switch the customer�s service.

(c) If the department determines that the new service provider does not possess the
required proof of the customer�s affirmative choice, the department shall calculate and
require the new service provider to refund the following: (i) to the customer, the differ-
ence between what the customer would have paid to the previous service provider and
actual charges paid to the new service provider; (ii) to the customer, any reasonable
expense the customer incurred in switching back to the original service provider; and (iii)
to the original service provider, any lost revenue, which shall consist of the amount of
money the original service provider would have received for the service used by the
customer during the time the customer received services from the new service provider if
the customer�s service had not been switched. This amount shall gross, irrespective of
expenses, what the original service provider would have reasonably incurred providing
the services to the customer.  The department shall promulgate rules and regulations for
the implementation of this subsection.
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(d) Any generation company, supplier, or aggregator determined by the department to have
switched any customer�s service provider without proper authorization from the
customer one or more times in a 12 month period shall be subject to a civil penalty not to
exceed $1,000 for the first offense and not less than $2,000 nor more than $3,000 for any
subsequent offense per customer.  In determining the amount of the civil penalty, the
department shall consider the nature, circumstances, and gravity of the violation, the
degree of the respondent�s culpability, and the respondent�s history of prior offenses.

(e) Any generation company, supplier, or aggregator determined to have switched any
customer�s service provider without proper authorization more than 20 times in a 12
month period may, after a full hearing and determination by the department that such
generation company supplier or aggregator intentionally, maliciously or fraudulently
switched the service or more than 20 customers in a 12 month period, be prohibited
from selling electricity in the commonwealth for a period of up to one year. In determining
the length of suspension, the department shall consider the nature, circumstances and
gravity of each violation and the degree of the culpability of the generation company,
supplier or aggregator.

(f) The department shall track instances in which a generation company, supplier, or
aggregator switched a customer�s electricity service without the customer�s prior
authorization.  The department shall keep a record of all unauthorized switches which
occurred during a calendar year.  Beginning with calendar year 1999, the department shall,
by March 31 of each year, file an annual report with the joint committee on government
regulations and the house and senate committees on ways and means detailing the total
number of unauthorized switches, enforcement procedures undertaken by the depart-
ment against such slamming tactics, so-called, the total amount of dollars returned to
customers, the total amount of dollars collected in civil penalties pursuant to Subsection
(c), and the overall impact of the provisions of this section.

STANDARD OFFER/DEFAULT SERVICE

Maine: Public Law 1997, ch 316 (May 29, 1997)

Sec. 35A § 3214

When retail access begins, the commission shall ensure that standard-offer service is available to all
consumers of electricity.

1. Establishment of terms and conditions. The commission shall open a rule-making proceed-
ing no later than October 1, 1997 to establish terms and conditions for standard-offer
service that include, but are not limited to:

A. Entry and exit restrictions;

B. Protection against a standard-offer service provider�s failure to provide service as
contracted for;

C. Appropriate rate design issues;

D. Retaining averaged prices for all customers in the same class; and
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E. Credit, collection and disconnection practices.

By February 15, 1998, the commission shall provisionally adopt rules establishing terms and
conditions for standard-offer service.  Rules adopted under this Subsection are major
substantive rules pursuant to Title 5, Chapter 375, subchapter II-A.

2. Selection of standard-offer service providers. After terms and conditions for standard-
offer service have been established under Subsection 1, the commission shall administer a
bid process to select a standard-offer service provider for that transmission and distribu-
tion utility�s service territory.  By July 1, 1999, the commission shall review the bid submis-
sions for each transmission and distribution utility and select the standard-offer service
provider or providers for that utility�s service territory.

A. The commission shall determine the general credit data and specific information
from general load and usage data that transmission and distribution utilities must
provide to potential standard-offer service bidders, including, but not limited to,
monthly demand and energy consumption and the number of customers in each
customer class.  The commission shall ensure that individual customer confidential-
ity is preserved in this process and that a transmission and distribution utility
releases customer-specific data only with the customer�s permission.  If the
transmission and distribution utility incurs additional costs to develop and
produce the required data, the commission shall permit that utility to recover
those costs through transmission and distribution rates.

B. The commission shall establish the maximum duration of a standard-offer service
contract after considering all relevant factors, including, but not limited to, market
risks and the need for price stability and contract flexibility.

C. A competitive electricity provider that is an affiliate of a large investor-owned
transmission and distribution utility may submit bids to provide standard-offer
service for up to 20% of the electric load within the service territory of the large
investor-owned transmission and distribution utility with which it is affiliated.  To
prevent the unfair use of information possessed by a large investor-owned
transmission and distribution utility, the commission shall ensure that a utility seeking
to bid on standard-offer service has no greater access to relevant information
than is provided to other potential bidders.

D. A consumer-owned transmission and distribution utility and a small investor-
owned transmission and distribution utility may submit bids to provide standard-
offer service for that utility�s service territory.  To prevent the unfair use of informa-
tion possessed by a consumer-owned transmission and distribution utility or a
small investor-owned transmission and distribution utility, the commission shall
ensure that a utility seeking to bid on standard-offer service has no greater access
to relevant information than is provided to other potential bidders.

By February 15, 1998, the commission shall provisionally adopt rules establishing a
methodology for structuring the bidding process for standard-offer service in
order to implement the provisions of this subsection.  In adopting rules, the
commission shall consider methods to ensure, to the extent possible, at least 3
providers of standard-offer service in each transmission and distribution utility
service territory, as long as the method does not result in any significant adverse
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impacts on rates paid by consumers.  Rules adopted under this subsection are
major substantive rules pursuant to Title 5, Chapter 375, subchapter II-A.

3. Price cap; investigation. If the qualifying bids under Subsection 2 for standard-offer service
in any service territory, when combined with the regulated rates of transmission and
distribution service and any stranded costs charge, exceed, on average, the total rate for
electricity immediately before the implementation of retail access, the commission shall
investigate whether the implementation of retail access remains in the public interest or
whether other mechanisms to achieve the public interest and to adequately protect
consumer interests need to be put in place.   Pursuant to Section 3217, the commission
shall notify the Legislature of  the results of its investigation and its determination.

4. Implementation period. Standard-offer service must be available until March 1, 2005.  By
January 1, 2004, the commission shall begin an investigation to determine whether the
continued availability of standard-offer service is necessary and in the public interest.  The
commission shall conclude the investigation by June 30, 2004 and report its results to the
Legislature pursuant to Section 3217.

5. Territorial and rate class application. Nothing in this section precludes the commission from
permitting or requiring different terms and conditions for standard-offer service in different
utility service territories or for different customer classes.

Nevada: Assembly Bill 366, July 16, 1997.

Sec. 45.

1. The commission shall designate a vertically integrated electric utility to provide electric
service to customers who are unable to obtain electric service from an alternative seller
or who fail to select an alternative seller. The provider so designated by the commission is
obligated to provide electric service to the customers. Electric service provided by the
utility pursuant to this section shall be deemed to be a noncompetitive service for which
the utility may recover its costs pursuant to NRS 704.001 to 704.655, inclusive, 704.701 to
704.751, inclusive, 704.800 to 704.900, inclusive.

2. Upon a finding by the commission that the public interest will be promoted, the commis-
sion may prescribe alternate methods for providing electric service to those customers
described in Subsection 1. The alternate methods may include, but are not limited to, the
direct assignment of customers to alternative sellers or electric distribution utilities or a
process of competitive bidding for the right to provide electric service to the designated
customers.

3. The commission shall establish minimum terms and conditions under which electric service
must be provided pursuant to this section, including a minimum period during which a
customer must be obligated to pay for the electric service from the assigned provider.
The price charged for electric service for a particular group of customers must reflect the
incremental cost of serving the group.

4. If the designated provider of the electric service is a vertically integrated electric utility, the
utility shall provide the electric service through an affiliate whose sole business activity is
the provision of electric service.
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5. Except as otherwise provided in this Subsection and Subsection 6, the rate charged for
residential service provided pursuant to Subsection 1 must not exceed the rate charged
for that service on July 1, 1997. The limitation set forth in this subsection is effective until
2 years after the date upon which, in accordance with Section 39 of this act, the
commission repeals the regulations which established the pricing method for that service
and the terms and conditions for providing that service.

6. The commission may, in accordance with NRS 704.110, 704.120 and 704.130, approve
an increase in the rate charged for residential service provided pursuant to Subsection 1 in
an amount that does not exceed the increase necessitated, if any, to ensure the recovery
by the vertically integrated electric utility of its just and reasonable costs. The provisions of
this section do not limit or prohibit in any manner the operation of any order issued by the
commission before July 1, 1997.
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